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THE BG NEWS
Wednesday

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

USG hopefuls
square off

March 19,2008
Volume 101, Issue 121
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Stress affects
student health
College students are
feeling pressure to
balance schoolwork and
friends, leading some

By Kriit«n Vim
Reporter

students to drink and do
drugs | Pag* $

Undergraduate
Student
Government presidential and
vice presidential hopefuls were
given their only chance to publicly debate campus issues last
night before this year's election.
At the USG 2008 Debate last
night, the candidates came
prepared to discuss the issues
important to them, but only
around 15 students were thereto listen — including members
of USG.
The four teams running for
the positions discussed different
ways to reach out to students,
effectively communicate USG
policies and make changes both
on and off campus.
The four teams, which include

Detroit mayor
in the hot seat
The Detroit City Council
overwhelmingly wants
Kwame Kilpatick to
resign over allegations
that he had an affair
with one of his staff
members | Page 11

Mummified
dinosaur found
in North Dakota
The Edmonotosaurus,
a duckbilled dinosaur, is

jyL

Jarell
Potts
One of four USG
presidential
candidates

John Waynick and Sundeep
Mutgi; leremy Lehman and Leo
Almeida: latcll PottS and Sarah
Shepard; and lake Gallardo
and Sean Crisafi. began the
debate by answering questions
from USG Chief Administrator
Ashley Douglas.
file biggest concerns brought
up by the running teams were
what the individuals felt were
the most pressing issues facing
USG next year.
S*eUSG|Paoe2

one of very few
Prehistoric creatures
to be discovered in
fossilized skin | Page 11

OSS

The Mac vs. PC
debate
Columnist Levi Joseph
Wonder argues that
neither is superior to the
other, except in the eyes
of the user | Page 4

Reverse racism
in Jena Six
Setn Martin examines less

leftovers

talked about prejudice
against white people
and recent controversial
developments about the
accused | Page 4

Unlike some local eateries,
UDS doesn't donate food
By Kristin McKissic

Spring into
intramural
Softball

Reporter

Columnist Christy
Johnson recounts her
days as a softball player
on a co-ed intramural
team and the benefits
that can be reaped from
University intramural
sports | Page 9

Each day after the University dining halls close, the workers do one of two
thing with the day's food — save it for later or put it in the Dumpster.
Unlike some restaurants in town, such as Panera Bread and Pizza Hut,
dining services is usually unable to donate leftovers to food banks.
"Depending on the foods, we may reutilize them in different recipes or we
may just dispose of it," said Daria Blachowski-Dreyer, associate director of
nutrition and menu management.
Dining Services cannot donate to food banks because, according to food
regulations, the type of food that would be donated does not have accurate
packaging and can not be guaranteed for safe, secure storing.
Dining Services would donate leftovers that can not be used in another
meal, such as cooked foods.
But Pizza Hut is able to donate leftovers by storing them in bins provided
by food banks.
"The food banks provide us with bins and we just fill them up, said Rita
Caudill, manager. "We usually fill up 2 to 3 bins every Wednesday and
Friday."
Other than pizza, food banks in the area also receive baked goods from
Sec FOOD | Page 2
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By N«dra Pickl.r
The Associated Press

RORYTAYIOR
Senior, Political Science
" Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.' because I wanted
to be Donatello "
|Page4

Rain/Snow/Wind
High: 39. Low 28

i

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 45. Low: 29

k

By Steve Kunklcr
Reporter

Students looking for a job that
matches their degree and career
goals may find the search challenging.
The quest can be even more
difficult if a student doesn't have
a solid grasp on what to do after
graduation.
Today's Summer Job and
Internship Fair — held in the
Union Ballroom from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. — might help students
make a connection.
Students who attend the fair
will be able to discuss either
possible job opportunities with
employers or just learn more
about a career or company that
interests them.
Sixty-one companies arc
scheduled to attend the 27th
annual fair, including 42 returning organizations, 12 new organizations and seven campus
departments.
But before students attend the
job fair, they should do some
research, said Peg Bucksky, coordinator of the summer job fair.
Recruiters will take notice
of students who are prepared,
ready to discuss the company or
companies they're interested in
working for, she said.

Bucksky suggested students
follow this model: "You want
to Introduce yourself, give |the
employer] a chance to talk about
their organization and ask follow-up questions.'
11 tei e's not an exact amount of
time students should spend with
a given company, she said.

Garj Kovach, manager ol
Belmont Country Club who will
attend the job lair again this
year, lias noticed some students
are going to the fair to socialize
with friends.
This, according to Kovach,
makes the possibility of an individual sticking out less likely,
While students are encouraged to get to know the companies at the job fair, they should
remember they're attending the
event to get a job or internship.
Don't get taught hiding in a
group." he said. "We want individuals who arc sell starters."
Graham knox, manager of
college relations for Giant F.agle,
credits the improvements to
better information being made
available to students.
There are a lot more resources available to them to help I hem
in their career and job search,"
Knox said. "I feel it's led to mure
well-rounded candidates over
the years.'

Obama tackles race issues sparked by ex-pastor

What is your favorite
television show of
your childhood?

TODAY

Stand out at the
Summer Job and
Internship Fair

PHILADELPHIA — Barack
Obama confronted the nation's
racial divide head-on yesterday,
tackling both black grievance
and white resentment in a bold
effort to quiet a campaign uproar
over race and his former pastor's
incendiary statements.
Standing before a row of
eight American flags near the
building where the Declaration
of Independence was adopted,
Obama urged the nation to
break "a racial stalemate we've
been stuck in for years.'"
"The anger is real," he said. "It
is powerful, and to simply wish
it away, to condemn it without
understanding its roots, only
serves to widen the chasm of
misunderstanding that exists
between the races."
The speech, at the National
Constitution Center, was by
far the most prominent airing
of racial issues in Obama's 13month campaign to become
the first black president. It was
prompted by the wider notice
his former pastor's racial state

"The anger is real. It is powerful, and to
simply wish it away, to condemn it without
understanding its roots, only serves to
widen the chasm of misunderstanding."
Barack Obama I Presidential Candidate

ments have been receiving in
the past week or so.
He said he recognized his
race has been a major issue in a
campaign that has taken a "particularly divisive turn." Many
people have been turning to
the Internet to view statements
by his longtime pastor, the Rev.
Jeremiah Wright, who suggested in one sermon that the
United States brought the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks on itself and
in another said blacks should
damn America for continuing to
mistreat them.
Obama rejected Wright's
divisive statements but still
embraced the man who brought
him to Christianity, officiated
at his wedding, baptized his
two daughters and inspired the
title of his book "The Audacity

of Hope."
"1 can no more disown him
than I can disown the black community," Obama said. "I can no
more disown him than 1 can my
white grandmother — a woman
who helped raise me, a woman
who sacrificed again and again
for me, a woman who loves me
as much as she loves anything
in this world, but a woman who
once confessed her fear of black
men who passed by her on tlust reet, and who on more than
one occasion has uttered racial
or ethnic stereotypes that made
me cringe."
Obama's father is a black man
from Kenya who left the family when Obama was 2. He was
raised by his white mother and

tUXBRHNDON
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SPEAKING OUTtDemocratic presidential hopeful Sen Barack Obama. Dill, talks about
race during a news conference in Philadelphia yesterday

See RACE | Page 2
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QDOBA HOSTS BURRITO-EATING CONTEST

BLOTTER

FOOD

MONDAY

From Page 1

12:49 P.M.
Megan E. Doberty. 20. of
• Sfrongsville. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol.
3:20 P.M.
Dale E Good Jr.. 19. of Grand
Rapids. Ohio, was arrested for theft
3:36 P.M.
Mitchell J. loughton. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
possession of alcohol.
4:47 P.M.
Rudolph Rosales Jr.. 34. of Rudolph.
Ohio, was cited for operating a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, failure to maintain reasonable
control and endangering a child.

TUESDAY
1255 A.M.
Terrence J. Preston Jr.. 19. of Brook
Park. Ohio, was arrested for underage under the influence of alcohol.
120 A.M.
Stephen Anthony Boudreau, 54.
of Flint, Mich., and Michael Allen
Thrustman. 51. of Davison. Mich.,
were arrested for fighting outside of
Uptown/Downtown Bar on North
Main Street.
2:04 A.M.
Bradley K. Bumpus. 20. of arrested
on an active warrant from Napoleon
Police Department.

SCOTT RECMR

last night.

205 A.M.
Majed Saeed Afar\di. 22. of Fjndlay.
was issued a civil citation for urinating on East Court Street.

Despite high U.S. casualties, Bush stands by Iraq war

2:05 AM.
Robert T. Piechowiak. 22. of Bowling
Green, was issued a civil citation for
urinating on North Mam Street
2:40 A.M.
Corey J. Wallis. 25. of Scherrills
Ford. N.C.. was arrested for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

tj

By T.renc. Hunt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Bush says he has no doubts
about launching the unpopular war in Iraq despite the "high
cost in lives and treasure,"
arguingthat retreat now would
embolden Iran and provide alQaida wit h money for weapons
of mass destruction to attack
the United States.
Bush is tomarkthefifth anniversary of the U.S.-led invasion
of Iraq with a speech today at
the Pentagon.
F.xcerpts of his address were
released yesterday night by the
White I louse.
At least 3,990 members of the

ONLINE: Go to www.bgnews.com fw
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966

"Issues of race and gender in
America have been complicated

RACE
her parents in Hawaii.
Wright's controversial statements have gotten new life as
his church's most prominent
member became the frontrunner for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
A CBS News poll taken Sunday
and Monday indicated most voters had heard at least something
about Wright's comments, and
about a third said they made
them feel more negative.
Obaraa at first tried to avoid
the controversy. Then he
responded Friday in a blog entry
on the lluflington Post in which
he said he was not in church to
hear those comments and condemned them.
That only increased news
coverage, and Obama's advisers
said he came to them Saturday
saying he wanted to deliver a
major speech to address the
controversy and broader problems of race in the country.
Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Obama's chief Democratic rival,
said she was glad Obama had
given the speech.

U.S. military havediedsincethe
beginning of the war in 2003. It
has cost taxpayers about $500
billion and estimates of the
final tab run far higher.
Nobel Prize-winning economist loseph E. Stiglizt and
Harvard University public
finance expert Linda Bllmes
have estimated the eventual cost at S3 trillion when
all the expenses, including
long-term care for veterans,
are calculated.
Democrats offered a different view from Bush's.
"On this grim milestone, it is
worth remembering how we got
into this situation, and thinking about how best we can got
OUt," said Rep. lohn Dingell, D-

USG

throughout our history, and they

From Page 1

From Page 1

are complicated in this primary
campaign," said Clintop, also
campaigning in Philadelphia.
'There have been detours
and pitfalls along the way, but
we should remember that this
is a historic moment for ihe
Democratic Party and for our
country. We will be nominating the first African-American
or woman for the presidency of
the United States, and thai is
something thai all Americans
can and should celebrate."
Obama advisers said he
wrote the deeply personal
speech himself.
They said it was delivered
in Philadelphia because of the
city's historical significance,
not because it is the most populous black city in Pennsylvania,
site of the next primary vote
on April 22.
Obama said he came to
Wright's church, Trinity United
Church of Christ in Chicago,
nearly 20 years ago because
he was inspired by the pastor's message of hope and his
inspiration to rebuild the
black community.

For Way nlckandMutgi, creating a student bill of rights is
the primary concern.
By creating a student bill
of rights, more power would
be given to USG in order to
better represent the students,
Waynick said.
"For example, during the
rollover scandal, USG was
only given two weeks to
make a decision, which is
not enough lime and completely unfair," Waynick said.
"With a student bill of rights,
we would be able to ensure
that things like thai would
not happen."
The learn would work over
ihe summer to get the framework down and I hen would
give students the opportunity to add their views when
thev come back lo campus in
i befall.
But for Lehman and
Almeida, Ihe biggest concern
isstudents' money. According
to the running males, Ohio
will be facing a budget year
next year. And though the

Mich. "The tasks thai remain
in Iraq — lo bring an end to
sectarian CGuuict, to devise a
way to share political power,
and to create a functioning
government thai is capable of
providing for the needs ol the
Iraqi people are tasks that only
the Iraqis can complete."
In his remark-., Bush repeated his oft-stated determination,
to prosecute the war into the
unforeseen future.
"The successes we are see
ing in Iraq are undeniable, yet
some in Washington still call
for retreat," the president said.
"War critics can no longer
credibly argue that we are losing in Iraq, so now iiie\ argue
the war costs loo much. In
legislature will he discussing
what organizations will he
receiving money, academics
are rarely paid attention to,
Lehman said.
However, Alemeida and
Lehman plan on changing
the lack of money given to
academics h\ actually going
to Ohio legislatures offices
during the spring and ihe
summei il elected.
"Our hope is thai they vote
to not put a freeze on tuition,
but also lo increase ihe
budget for Bowling Green,"
Lehman said. "We would
ensure thai any money we
receive would be allocated properly, towards residence halls and academics
and ol hers."
For PottS and Shepard, gel
ting Students involved in USG
is ihe most pressing issue facing ihe campus.
To resolve student apathy,
the team plans to hang posters in ihe Union with the
photos, e-mails and contact
information of USG senators
and cabinet members.
They also hope to send out
e-mails to students at least
once a week telling ihem

WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
, Hx^^rp^^d^^
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recent months, we have heard
exaggerated estimates of the

costs of this war.
\o one would argue that
this war has not conical a high
cos) in lives and treasure, but
those costs are necessary when
we consider the cost of a strategic victory for our enemies in
Iraq," Bush said
Bush has successfully defied
efforts by the Democratic-led
Congress to force troop withdrawal- or -el (leadlines for
pullouis.
It is widely believed he will
endorse a recommendation
from Gen, David Petraeus, the
top U.S. commander in Iraq, for
no additional troop reductions,
beyond those already planned.

a

until at least September.
The U.S. now has about
158.000 troops in Iraq. That
number is expected to drop to
140,000 by summer in drawdowns meant to erase all but
about 8,000 troops from last
year's buildup.
"if we were to allow our
enemies to prevail in Iraq, the
violence that is now declining would accelerate and Iraq
could descend into chaos,"
Bush said.
"Al-Qaida would regain its
lost sanctuaries and establish
new ones fomenting violence
and terror that could spread
beyond Iraq's borders, with
serious consequences to the
world economy.

■ John
1 Waynick

Jeremy
Lehman
USG Dtesidential
candidate

what is going on in USG.
"We must start doing things
that arc relative." Potts said.
"In order lo gel things up and
running, we must go out lo
campus and ask people what
the] need done."
Fot Gallardo and Crisafi,
holding
USG
senators
accountable will be ihe No. 1
issue facing USG next year.
They supported their
decision by mentioning the
"enormous" potholes located ouiside of Olscamp and
the lack of motivation by
current senators to get such
problems fixed,
"If a DOthole costs $250,000
lo fill, we will work to get
senators to raise that
money," Gallardo said. "It's
time to start talking and
slarl doing.''

^H

1 USG presidential
I candidate

For junior Brian Scavo, the
debate reinforced his vote for
the team he decided would
best represent him in the
coming year.
"Whenansweringthequestions, they actually answered
questions and weren't to
sensational when they did
so," Scavo said. "They told
you their plans and told you
what they were going to do to
carry those through, which is
something a lot of the other
teams didn't do."
For current Vice President
Nick Gamero, the debate
showcased who has the lead
in ihe election, which will be
held March 24-28.
"I will publicly endorse who
I'll support when the wrong
people are getting ahead,"
Gamero said.

1
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PROPERTY *

PROPERTY 6

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

? Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/2 hath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

»of Roomates

<D

4

4

3

Rent

«70 ($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

Ho Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

res (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

$200($100 each)

$600($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

Security Deposit

Ml BfcNEiVS

CHOWING DOWN: left VanWin tries lo finish his buirito as quickly as possible, while his pailiiet. John Mutar. looks on awaiting his turn during Qdoba's two-man bunito-oating contest

Panera Bread.
"We donate about $3OO-$5O0
a night depending on how
much is leftover," said Christine
Koskoski. Panera Bread general
manager. "We donate baked
goods on a regular basis, but
have also donated meats, produce and soups."
Both managers agree that
helping others is important
within a community.
Donating food to these
banks is a good way to reach
out and make a positive impact
on the community around us,
Koskoski said.
"It's better than throwing it
away," Caudill said.
Koskoski said Panera Bread
receives letters of thanks from
the food banks.
"It's all about giving back
,and we need to pay it forward,"
Koskoski said.
Although Dining Services
does not typically donate food
during the semester, they do
donate at the end of semesters.
If it's the end of the semester or during a break, then
we'll donate food that we can,"
Blachowski-Dreyer said.
The food banks that receive
donations include Martha's
Kitchen, Bowling Green
Christian Good Pantry and
Deshler United Methodist
Church.
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In 193 J. because it was the smallest of the state
institutions of higher education, plans were seriously
considered to convert BG into:
a. a war Training facility
b. a menial hospital
c. a prison
d. a home for the indigent
|ejidsot| |eiuduj p q jaMsue
Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday
Answer all five questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer fnr Friday's quiz

A

CAMPUS
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CAMPUS
BRIEF
Dining Services to hold
Idol Night at Chilys
"Amencan Idol" is coming to Bowling
Green tonight and the |udges' comments
could be more shocking than ever
Alter all. Simon. Paula and Randy have
the night oil - Freddie. Frieda. Associate
Vice President lor Student Allans Joe
Oravecz and Elvis are taking over
With the help ol these judges. Dining
Services is sponsoring "Idol Night" at
Chilys Express.
The first prize winner will receive an
iPod Narto and the second prize winner
will receive a $60 gilt certificate to the
University Bookstore
Those interested in auditioning can register at 730 p.m. at the convenience store

students
look to send
thank-you cards
to supporters
By David Thomas

J vV.re

DEKALB, III. — With sup
port flooding Northern Illinois
University from around the
country aftei tin' Feb. 14 shoot
IngSi junior communication
major Alii Grissom searched lor
a way to thank them.
"My heart went out to them
because they were there and
willing to help.' (irissimi said,
Grissom started Operation
Thank You. a project to send
personalized thank-you cards
to various individuals and
businesses who have supported the university in the
tragedy's aftermath.
"Close to 800 thank you cards
will he sent out," (irissom said.
Of those noil, more than 500
will be sent to the counselors,
255 to Nil) employees and 30 to
businesses in the I leKalb area.
Hut (iiissiini is not acting
alone. Commercial retailers
such as Target, Borders, Barnes
&• Noble ami Wal-Mart, along
with the corporate offices ol
American Greetings, have
donated cards to the project.
In addition, several organizations on campus are helping out with willing the cuds,
including Public Relations
Student Society ol America, the
University Honors Program and
theStudentAlumniAssoclaiion,
as well as 1WO siiioniiev and
various nursing and education
major students.
"By the time all the thank-you
notes are written, we "ill have
15 organizations Involved."
Grissom said, adding that the
scope of the organizations
included a diverse range of Students.
Grissom said that the organizations will he taking time
out of their regular meetings to
write the cards.
The student psychology
Organization. Active Minds.
will have a table in the I lolines
Student Genter so students ran
"write a thank you to someone who has helped/impacted
them during this time of sorrow and renewal."
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Stress is becoming a serious mental
health issue among college students
By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

W VS1IINGTON — College kids
are so frazzled they can I sleep
or eat. Or study. Good grief,
they're even anxious about
spring break.
Most students in U.S. colleges aie just plain stressed out,
from everyday worries about
grades and relationships to
darker thoughts of suicide,
according to a |»>ll of undergraduates rroni coast to coast.
I he survey was conducted
for The Associated Press and
nilvll. a television network
available at many colleges and
universities.
lour in 10 students say they
endure stress often, Nearly
one in five say they feel it all or
most of the time .
Mill most are bearing it.
Nearly two-thirds in the survey sav they enjoy life.
Majorities cite classic sliess
symptoms including trouble
concentrating, sleeping and
finding motivation, \losi say
they have also been agitated.
worried, too tired in work.
"Everything is being piled
on at once," said Chris Curran,
a junior at the \lbanv College
nt Pharmacy in Albany N.Y.
He said he lias learned to

cope bettet since staning
school. You jusi get really agitated and anxious. Then you
start procrastinating, and it all

piles up."
Many cite eating problems
and say they have felt lonely,
depressed, like they are failures.
Substantial numbers are
even concerned about spring
break, chiefly trot having
enough money or being in
good physical shape.
More than a quarter of the
students sometimes think they
should cut down on drinking
or going out.
A third say they sometimes
want to use drugs or alcohol
to relax. About 15 percent sa\
they're at least somewhat concerned about drinking too
much on spring break.
One in five say they have fell
too stressed to do schoolvvork
or he with friends.
About the same number
sav things have been so had
in the past three months that
l hey have seriously considered
dropping out of school.
Darker still, about one in six
say they have friends who in
the past year have discussed
committing suicide, and about
one in It) say they have seriously considered it themselves.
Friends have actually tried
to end their lives in that time,
one in 10 say.
in this ocean of campus
anxiety. 13 percent say they
have been diagnosed with
a mental health condition
such as depression or an

anxiety disorder.
Of that group, two-thirds
say they always or usually fol
low their treatment one tenth
say they have been unable to
stick to it, and the rest are not
on a plan.
The perils of halting treat
ment were highlighted last
month when police said
the girlfriend of Steven
Kazmierczak, who fatally shot
live people and then himself
at Northern Illinois University,
told them he had slopped lilk
Ing medication.
All is not doom and gloom
for today's students.
six in IO in the survey sav
they are usually hopeful and
enjoy life. Half even concede they feel understood by
their families.

1in5
stressed all or
most of the time

4 in 10

"I enjoy college. I'm enjoying
inv experiences." said Emily

Students say they
endure stress often

I veil SO, the survey slinvvs
plenty ol sources of stress, led
in the seven in it) students
who attribute it to school work
and grades.
I Inancial problems are close
behind, while relationships
and dating, family problems
and extracurricular activities
all are named In hall as adding pressure.

1in3
Students say they
want to use drugs
or alcohol to relax

AND FALL 2008

Good Poy
Work at the Heart of the Campus
Build Your Resume
Great Facilities

Flexible Hours

join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.
•

www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

Audio Visual Services

• Building Services
. • Custodial Services
•

Find A Place To Call Home

Information Center

• Office Assistants

Students seeking employment with the
Bowen Ihompson Student Union will be
required to attend an information session
that will describe each position, pay rates,
and expectations for working in the Student
Union. The information session is the 0N1Y
place that applications will be distributed...
so tell your friends!

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:8-5
Sat: 10-2

530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
«2E

Union Table Space 118-5

Patterns Promote Powerful
Reasoning
135 Math Science Building

Provost Lecture Series
202 Union - Lenhart Grand Ballroom

FAS: Faculty Jazz Group
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Search tor "The BG News" group at Facebook.com.

Preferred
Properties Col

Dance Marathon Book
Scholarship

Cincinnati junior.

— Want to be a Winner? —

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Union Ballroom

McMahan, a University ol

Hometown: Sylvania, OH
Major: Marketing
Class: Junior
Favorite Food: Ice Cream
Favorite Movie: Animal House
Hobbies: Playing sports
and having fun
Goals After Graduation:
Get a job in Marketing and see where the world takes me
What I do for Fun: Hang out with friends, Play basketball

Each week a winner will be selected.
Each issue of The News has
a trivia question and answer.

'1:00
Summer Job/Intern Fair

Students are

HIRING FOR SUMMER

SEAN PIERSON

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Information Session.
Tues, March 25,9:15p.m.
Buwen-Thornpson Student Union Ballroom A

We look forward Io seeing you there!

IT

Wednesdays in the Pub:
Bingo
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

Speed Dating
201 Union

v-y

"Depending on the foods, we may reutilize them in different recipes or we may just dispose of
it.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Daria Blachowski-Dreyer. assitant director of nutrition and menu managment on unused food, [see story pg.1]

Wednesday March 19 20084

What is your favorite television show from your childhood and why?

" 'Invader Zim'.

" Rugrats.because

" In Living Color',

" 'Scooby-Doo',

because I loved aliens

they did things thai

because I loved Jim

because they were

as a kid."

babies normally do

I*

Have your own take on

super-sweet."

ii toy's Fire Marshal

VISIT US AT
B6NEWS.COM

today's People On The

not do"

Street? Or a suggestion foi
DANIELLE MILES.
Freshman. Nursing

AARON SVOBODA.
Sophomoie. Biology

STEPHANIE BUSH.
Sophomore. Diatetics

CARLOS T1PTON.

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Sports Managment

acsarent always
better than PCs

Democrats hindered by early primary mess
"Of course in an ideal world, the Florida
Republican Party would pay, but that's
neither here nor there (for the moment)."
Who would have thought a
year ago thai the Republican
Party would have chosen theit
candidate cut anddrj long
before the Democrats would
have chosen theirs?
(Conventional wisdom was
thai Sen. Millar) Clinton
would be the shoe-in to gel
tlir Democratic nomination
while tin' unhapp) conserva
rive base ol the Republii an
Party would make things
much more difficult mi theit
nun nominating process.
Noi to mention the fad thai
the idea ol the part) ol Rush
Umbaugh and Sean I lannirj
eventuaBj coining to rail)
around lukewarm conservative
in their views) Sen. [ohn Mi t ain
as the presumptive Republican
candidate was laughable .it best.
I hemajoi reason behind
this relative lack of stability and
predictability ol the Dermx rarJi
nomination can be attributed
to two major factors: Barack
Obama's record shattering cam
paign efforts giving the Ginton
campaign colossus .1 literal run
for its money, and the really
deplorable decisions made on
the part of certain officials in
Michigan and I lorida

WEVEGOTABLOG!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged arid
online, reasoned and rantingbgnewsforum.blogspot.com

\s anyone who's been paying attention in this election
knows, because the bigwigs
<>t the aforementioned states
decided to hold their primaries
righl after or in Michigan's case
before those held b) the established first three states loua.
New I lampshireand Nevada),
the national parlies reacted by
imposing two different types ol
consequences on the voters ol
the two renegade states
in.i surprising reversal ol
attitudes, the Republican
National 'ommittee indicated
.: rarcsentimenl oflenienq b)
merely reducing the numbet ol
delegates granted to both states
to in sent to the convention,
while the Democratic National
Committee (DNQ played the
roleol the tough-love, no-non
sense authority figure by evennj
all) banning an) delegates from
any non-designated state which
chose to hold their primaries
before I eh. 5.
In the face of an increasing!) dose and competitive
liiHii.ii> racefoi the Democratic
nomination (asol Monda) Sen.
Obamahadamere 139 delegate
lead with 931 togoaccording
lol NN) where ever) single
delegate will mattei
from
\merican Samoa to Puerto Rico
to Wyoming, it has now become
apparent that the delegates from
the two states could be extreme
i\ influential in which candidate
Hits the noil.
hut if you do a little delegate
math, it's glaring!) obvious that
unless either of the candidates

win by I ."> to L'o percent mure
delegates (and lor I Hilary it's
dosei to20) in even stale still
waiting to cast their ballots
(which a highly unlikel) scenario
given current polls and in liejit ol
results ol the primaries of previous states), il will he the dreaded
superdelegates who will be si * -i i
as making the final decision on
who the I lemocratic presidential
candidate will be.
Hie thought that party insid
eis will have more swa) in the
election than ml all people
I lorida Democrats strikes me
as partietilarh unsettling in
vievt of the foci thai Democratii
members ol the Florida House
ol Representatives strong!)
opposed the shift of the I lorida
primary election to before their
proposed dale ol I eh. 5, tin t. u
Nest d;i\ lhe\could get Without

suffering any penalty.
liiu the Republican House
members and Republican Gov.
( halite ( list ma ralhei iniseliu
vous mine, were not interested
at all in securing theii demoi lain constituents' righl to have
their votes count (sounds awftdh
familiar, doesn't it?), and moved
the primary vote to lanuary,
proudly sacrificing hall ol their
state's delegates in order to score
i heap political points.
In fact, if you go to the
Florida Democratic Part)
W'eh site. \ou can download
an audio file of the legislature
in session and listen to the
Republican members laugh
about how the) wereyei again
stifling the democratic process.

bive gays a ance
to clean up ma mage
KEVIN EGGLESTON i GUEST COLUMNIST

in light ol this.it seems thai
it would he tragically unfair im
the I >N(' in fall Into yet another
electoral trap laid ilown solel\ by
I Innda Republicans.
I know the main issue that
causes hesitation with the l)\l
ill holding a new election is
the fact that the Florida party
as well as the slate ol I lorida
is unwilling to hind a re vote
thai would cosl lens ol millions
ol dollars. I think they can foot
the hill however, or they can at
least ask the two majoi presi
dential campaigns to spill the
costs, probably giving up the
funds the) collect in two days.
Ol course in an ideal world,
the Florida Republican Part)
would pay. but that's neither hen
nor there (for the moment).
I hough (Kids are the Florida
delegates Wl ml gi i decided!)
im eiihei candidateb) thevasi
margins needed to secure the
nomination, it would prevent
yet anothei slap in the face ol
Florida democratic voters and
give them a little more confidence thai their votes will couni
in future Presidential contests.
Michigan however, is a differ
cut matter
It was the Democrat con
trolled legislature and the
Democratic governor that made
the decision to move uptheii
primary election day, thereb)
knowingly disenfranchising their
parly members.
If 1 were a Michigan Democrat,
I would be particular!) upset
with those state leaders who
were as reckless with their
constituents votes as the typical
Michigan ill ivei is when driving
on (he road.

Respond to Sean at
llienews&jgneuisxom

The other side of
Jena 6 racism, hate

" An Elton John...

"I am surprised an

(luce upon a lime, inner
lit) slums Iroin the llillcrest

parade appearance

innocent man is

neighborhood in San Diego
to Washington Square West in
Philadelphia were Oiled with
prostitutes, torn apart b) violence and decried as terrible
environments to raise a family It
was a sail and hopeless situation,

isn't going to cut it

copping a plea."

to say the least
Bulb) the 1970s,hope
returned to many of these neighborhoods — and not in the form
nl then Hawaiian wotiderkid.
Barack (lhania. (lavs and leshiansand other members of the
I (ill I community began moving
ti i si mie ol the most rundown
amsof America's inner cilies.
I hoie. the "first move minor!
tics pulled an "Amy Adams"

anymore, Hillary."
I ike an) good story, the 'Epic
as they enlisted the locals ina
decades-long' I lappyWorking

ol lena has come to an end.
With the end of this story,
more and more troubling
facts have come to light.
In more recent development^ iVfychal Bell admitted
in court on Dec I, that he hit
lustin Barker repeatedly and
left him unconscious.
He also took a plea bargain
taking a charge ol seconddegree battery, and will
testify against the other live if
i hcv decide in go to trial.
This is now the second
conviction of this particular
crime for Bell. Could this be a
patterned history of extreme

Song" setting up shops, beautifying the homes and parks and
developing an active sense
of community
rhese communities have
now gentriiied. wiih skyrocketing property values and accord
ing to demographer < iarj Gates,
increased creative output and
technological progress. And

they've also become wonderful
places to laisea family asthe

TOMORROW IN FORUM

influx of married heterosexual
couples in San I rail's Uistio
district can attest.

Columns by Marisha Pietrowski,
Chad Puterbaugh and Kampire
Banana.

And everyone lived happily
waii. no, not everyone,
Hiose "heterosexual married
couples" ate now the ones in the
sad and hopeless situation. As

Schedule lulled to change

former Gov Eliot Spicer reminds

v iolence and disregard for
society, orjust a system that is
relentless!) targeting an innocent man?
I am surprised an innocent
man is copping a plea even
when the entire nation knows
of his "injustice."
Members of Congress were
demanding his release, along
with celebrities from David
Howie to Mos Del.
With all of this support and
attention, Hell should know
ihai his case would be heavily
scrutinized. Maybe he reali/es how luck) he was getting
See MARTIN | Page 5

"It's important
that we purchase
LEVI WONDER
UMNBT

computers for the
things we will do

Hack in high school, I was a Mac
fanatic.
lol inn publications class

on them."

where we created our school
newspapei and TV show, we used
IMacs.
Whenever I saw one ol those
commercials pitting a conserva
live looking dope in a business
suit (a Windows computer)
against a casually dressed hlpstet
a Macintosh), I laughed.
Heck, sometimes I would
even make die occasional

I'( desktop.
Voujusi want to do won! processing and Internet surfing? Then
gel a low-end It for cheap!
Mm waul a computer designed

"blue screen of death" joketoa
Windows user, jiisi to help show

case the Inherent superiorit) ol
Mac t IS \ancl to holsieimy rank
in i he Apple Army.
Bui now that I fin.ilk own a
Mac, the wool has been lifted up
from ova im eve- ami I have
c nine in a leniaikalile realization:
"Steve lohs, you REA1 I Vneed
to shave."
"Oh, and your computers aren't
perfect, the new iMovie8sucks,
theMacBook \ir will break il you
breathe on it wrong, your digital
distribution method through
i runes is complete!) whackathe
iPhone is too expensive...
Veah \s ion,ill cause,', I'm no
longer a brainwashed "Mac Man.'
I guess I didn't realize that, until
I Snail) purchased a Mac for my
schooling at hereal BGSU, thai
it's real!) quite moronic to bu)
into consumer product loyajties
and rivalries concerning material
possessions such as computers,
tad it took me two years to realize
that, Uhggghh
Don't gel me wrong though; I
really Hke my Mac Its got a high
resolution displaj which is perfect
im rm graphic arts work, ifs got
a pretty punchy engine beneath
its nonexistent hood.and it's got
more peripheral ports than you,
your mother, and Gar) i olcnian
can handle!
I|UStdon't loieil like \pples
marketing department says I
should.
I mean. I grew up on Window
96 and Windows XR learning to
use cc imputeis the Hill (.ales wav
Windows is a series Of effective;
utilitarian operating systems
which serve as the industry
standard for computing, Maybe
Windows isn't iheniosihug fiee
OS and U might not have the most
elegant interlace, hut Windows

has tons of customization and
modification options to change
these things il Ihey are a problem
to the use (which they really
weren't for me),
And I call Windows a utilitarian
1

operating system asacomptt-

incni, not as u slain.
Windows is practical no matter
what a ciinsumer wants in a computer. Ooh, you want to do movie
editing and Hash videos and
graphic design! i let a powerhouse

im heavy-duty stuff Hke \dobe
I icatiie Suite programs and video
production made Ii) a computer
corporation with an irreverent
company policy?
Then get a Mac.
I guess I'm just trying to saj
this: don't fall into that whole
it sucks. Mac rules" guinea pig
treadmill: il never ends. And I'm
saving these things as a current
soldier of the Mac tarry. WeVegoi
great hardware, but those perva
siu-it sate everywhere! Maybe
dial's lici ause the) re the industry
standard (evidence thai PCs are
not worthless
So nowadays, I tr\ to conic
iroin a more moderate perspective I giew up on Windows, hut I

choose to use Mac And I realize
the faults and strong |Xiinls of
both operating systems.
Il's important thai we purchase
computers foi the llungs we will
(loon them. I mean, il I wasa
hardcore gamer, I'd definitely
own.i PC because, as anyone
with a Mai knows, the machines
are not ideal lor games Mosi
computer games are developed
for Windows only
Furthermore, if I would have
wanted to still have money left m
ni\ wallet leftover from buying a
computer (money? who needs
it?), then I would have definite!)
bought a Windows machine;
\ lacs are quite expensive. A hit too
expensive, ii you ask me ...OrIf

\oiiask \\MI\I
Anil finally, if I had known how
easirj those freaking MacBook
I'rosgei scratched up (like the one
I m typing this column on), then
! wi HI ii I have In night a Windows
machine, (>r I would have dipped
mi new Mac in molten plexiglass.
ray for third degree burns!
I have ti Mac. I like it, and it's
a good computer. But I don't
really
III A! Steve lobs, get OUl
of my room!
"But LevL the new third generation iPod Xanc i plays videos in
addition lo phoios and niiisic!
I )on'l you want in watch a movie
on a screen so small that you'll
need eyeglasses, by the lime you're
done w atchii ig Spider-Man 3?"
But I don't like those SpiderMan movies, Mr. lobs
"Wlio caresTYou can watch one
on the new third generation iPod
\ano!"
See what I mean?

—Respond lo Leii til
iheiuwsti'ii^ieu is.com.
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From Page 4
IIS. married men luming to prosliiuiion is as problematic as ever,
Nalional Crime Statistics reponcd
domestic violence occurs in at
least (iO percent of marriages.
According to Divorce Magazine,
the existence of which is its own
sign of trouble, approximately half
of married couples last 15 years
before splitting — right at a time
when it can affect children the
most. At this moment, countless
marriages are marred by prostirutcsand mistresses, turn apart
by violence and decried as terrible
i r u in n intents to raise a family.
I'd say it's about lime to send in
the gays and genrrify the state of
marriage in America. And again,
there is hope — and this lime
Bar.ick Obama can help if he has
the courage to do so. Ibdav, main
nicmliers ol Ihe I (;i!T i oininu
nitydedre only to settle down, get
married and raise a family. They
seek to demonstrate real'family
values' lua heterosexual population full of broken huinrs
And yet in most of the country both the chapel dons and
city hall have been closed login
couples, who at best, are told to
head mil loa field somewhere
and hold what Vermont termed a
'civil union.'' thai is. go ahead and
drink the water, jusl use a separate
bin 'equal" drinking fountain.
Some
even in ihegav community
probably don't mind
recognizing thai marriage is a broken Institution, i Nhers are content
with a separate institution, exist

lngina*we have the stars, lets no)
ask for the moon" stale of mind.
That response is one of a quitter, not a fixer. Yes, the institution
of marriage is broken. So Start by
reaffirming tin- strength of the
family unit with a wave of new
marriages across the country, by
couples that have already demonstrated their bonds by holding
each other for better, for worse, in
sickness or in health for years. It's
probably the most "conservative"
thing I've ever suggested.
Andrew Sullivan, a conservative writer, said giving gay
couples the right to marry
would strengthen not |usl new
gay families but also their family roots liv including them in
the same ceremony as their parents and siblings. (lay marriage
isn't about religion, he said. "Its
about family. It's about love
And lies right. It's time lor the
presidential contenders to stop
say ing privately i cant" to gays
desiring the right to man) in
this country.
An I-Jton lohn concert or pride
parade appearance isn't going to
CUt It anymore, I Hilary, "building
bridges" doesn't work with the
hellfire crowd, Barack. Hip-flopping on gay marriage issues to
win a primary is the opposite i ii
courage, lohn Gays have alreadj
restored innei cilv communities
across America, lei them now nv
to restore dignity to the state of the
American lainilv by giving them
the chance to saj "Ida"

Send responses to tiiiscolumn
loOienews&)giiavsxm
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one of the last."
lie is right in one aspect. We
need to show people like him

From Page 4
away with his racially targeted
attack.
I wo more interesting
is the fact that fellow "six1
member. Bryan) I'm vis, is
now facing battery charges
Foi beating a kid al his new
high school in Texas.
You may ask what had this
kid done in deserve I'm v is'
fury.
He didn't veil the n word or
assault Purvis, he was suspect

edol slitting his mi's, an acl ol
vandalism thai the police have
no record of.
If the both Incidents can be
described as minor fights, whj
is ihe idea thai they both are
charged with crimes and going
to face jail lime viewed as an
acceptable outcome?
"Injustice" issiill being
committed, but now everyone
seems OK with it.
Is this because of laziness,
and lackol attention, or do
many realize ihe truth finally
reared its head?
I have never heard of concessions oi forgetfulness being
part of Martin I other king's
and Malcolm X's strategies foi
chril rights
On Robert Bailey's (one ol
"the six"! MySpace page there
were pictures ol him witl
bills in his mouth and othei
pictures of him showing off
blingwith free the lenan"
shirts on.
Hell, you might as well start
donating aid and resoun es to
llamas.

Lighten up and ligh
up, cigs are still coo
NICKHURM

-liESTCOWMNRT

Bear with me, this is going
somewhere. In the las) 50 years
or so, cigarettes have gotten
a pretty bad rap. Before then,
no one outside of the tobacco
industry really understood
the negative health effects of
smoking. I guess no one noticed

that they were dying of rung
cancer al age 7(1 because ibev
had already died of tuberculosis when llieyueie.Ci. It wasj
different time, and all die cool
kids and their 10-year-old sisters
were lighting up < itilside the log
cabin, guilt free.
SmoMngwas an assertion
ill urn willlul manipulation
of Ihe forces of nature and a
metaphor for the verj process
ol 'thought. Indeed, main great
thinkers were also smokers, from
lean-Paul Sartre to tames Dean.
Even i.k. Howling, author of the
beloved 1 lam Potter books.
was a smoker until she quit and
became a Nicorette chewing
gum addict (thai is actually title).
1 X'spite this, much of society
has turned against tobaco i
products. Smoking has been
tied to cardiovascular disease)
stroke, birth defects, bronchitis,
cataracts, basically every form of
cancer and. most Irighteningly.
impotence. Ira not going to
argue thai smoking doesn't cause
lung cancer (that will lx' my next
column), bin I still think thai
despite these minor drawbacks.
smoking is good for humanity.
('igaretles undeniably bring
people together. Think of fresh
man year. You are walking
around alone like a schmuck,

looking for the Shame Refectory,
pretending like you knOH what
youtedoing. SomeseU assured
looking New Yorker in vintage
converse, dark blue jeans and
a black i shin comesupto
you asking for alight Suddenly
you have,i lien liieiul.aucllie
might even lx' rich. Meanwhile.
the non-smoker is doomed
to an awkward conversation
with sume kid bom ihe Perkins
sub bee ball about lliellioun
Christian Fellowship.
Or. you're standing outside
oi a frai party, trying to escape
ihe smell ol beer, sweat and
chauvinism, and a pretty girl
next in you lights up. II you
didn't smoke before, you better
star) now. Attractive women
are hard to come bj on rampus, and il would be ridiculous
to lei a lifetime ol addiction
and an early death come
between you and a chance al
a nighi of uncomfortable sex
land months and months ol
bragging to your roommate).
Smoking isn't jusl good for
smokers, it Is also great foi
non-smokers, If you are reading this article on an elliptical
in die lien's Lair, scoffing al my
ignorance, know two things:
I) Cigarettes have benefited
you far more than anyone who
actually smokes them. 2) lean
see you from irq room In Grad
Center (also actually true).
There is no greater leeling.of
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They claim "innocence" too.
Aside from all of these questionable problems I sought oui
the leading group and iheh
siim about lena.
One hundred and fifty-eight
words.

ibis is the total numbei ol
words used to describe the
situation on "freethejena6.org
I here is no way you can talk
about what has happened In
158 words. Actually, I realize
thai you can if you happen to
be a eon artist.
rhey have more information
on donating money than the
story itself.
ironically, the Chairman
oftheNAACP. Julian Bond,
claimed thai lena "demonstrates the continuing shame
ol racial division in oui
country."
Chairman Bond further
pleads, "lorn us in making il

fiction, he is "extreme!} racist
ami using ignorant spin?"
I el's call a spade, a spade:
Being while and disagreeing
with the crowd Is wrong under
the rule and guise ol tolerance.
For try ing to say what I
thought, I was automatically
a racist because I didn't hap1
pen to agree with the con
ventional wisdom.
Instead of using logic and
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rationality to disprove my
thoughts I was labeled racist
and ignoranl (a fast 1st, and
oppressive lac lie |, with the

7

hope I would cower in fear
ai these allegations and stop
talking.
Now I know how those
in the Bus Boycott and
Selma inarches felt, going

To play: Complete the grid
and every 3x3 box contains

up againsi everyone who

Just use logic to solve

so that every row, column
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
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mi v. indow ormy house
bin ned. bin either way, wrong
is wrong and intimidation is
intimidation.
The prejudice of me being
while and therefore automatii all) racist is disturbing.
so much for tolerant e
itself, I guess we can stereotype "\\ hiti
People supported the lena
si\ because of their racist
prejudices. 1 he system was
in blame.
There was no compromise
ui even acknowledgmem
II is.
I his makes sense when I see

15,000 petitions were sent to
drop all charges,
I hej did not care about an)
thing thai the) were not told b)
i i\ ii leaders" and developed a
mob mentalit) ol "opposition
is racism."
Man) 'took a stand" in lena.
I ew realized thai the) were the
ones now standing on ihe side
ol racism, hate, intolerant e,
oppression and ignorance.

—Send responses Setw's column- u> ihenewst? bgiKivs.com

ilumn or news story?
'editor

mail us at thenewsifibgnew
hup a note into our new
Center.
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attacked me simpl) because
I thoughi differently,

SPEAK YOUR MIND
■

6

talk about concerning race,
Why is it that when a white

Got something you want to say ab< il
Here's how tn ;

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

thai actively help deepen these
divides, this is not acceptable.
Unless Chairman Bond and
his cronies are going to quit,
debacles like this will continue
lo happen.
I think I have also exposed
some bigger issues we need In

hton Information

■
■ Come to our r>ewsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
<<" siiooku
and win prizes
priji at
'JtoMdwja
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Office *rrt
quote of the day...

" Why would somebody ruin a perfectly
good carpet? I don't know. Could be
done out of hate, could be done out of
love. It could be completely neutral.
Maybe somebody hates the cleaning
lady. And well she doesn't do a very
good job obviously because my office
still reeks like you would not believe. I
hate her." - Michael Scott

Be sure to tead the submission qutdelnes at the bottom of page 4.

moral superiority than thai feh
by a non-smoker.
Sfinl IYS/XIUM'S UI this column to thenewSbpieuisxom
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HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm SI - Three bedrooms.
2 baths. $740 00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

606 Scott Hamilton - 4 bedrooms.
2 Baths Washer, Dryer, Central air
$1100.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people

710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.

Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.

Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 6721/08 - 8/8/09

I

Families with children
welcome to apply for any
rental unit.

ORGANIZATIONS ATTENDING

Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

Available August 21, 2008

Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

•Get a head start on summer job opportunities *Meet with employers
•Summer jobs and Internships throughout Ohio and Midwest
•Business casual attire recommended •Bring copies of your resume

831 Scott Hamilton Unit #A - Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $80000. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco B»»)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5:30 Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com

577 Foundation (The)

College Pro Painters

Plumbline Solutions, Inc.

Achievement Centers lor Children's Camp Cheerful

Corrigan Moving Systems

Recreation Unlimited

AHRC NYC

CYO Camp Christopher

Sandridge Food Corporation

Akron Area YMCA Camping Services

DayHark Safety Systems

Sandusky County Dept of lob and Family Services

Andersons, Inc., (The) - Retail Division

Dillard's Department Stores

Sherwin-Williams Company (The)

Ariel Corporation

Event Imaging Solutions

Stoiber Enterprises

Asbury Camp and Retreat Center

Fastenal Company

Stone Ridge Golf Club

Belmont Country Club

FedEi Ground

BGSU Academy of Human Resource Development

Findley Davies

BGSU Dining Services

Fortney « Weygandt,

BGSU Office of Pre College Services/Upward Bound
BGSU Recreational Sports, Perry Field House

Giant Eagle, Inc.

Veriion Wireless

Girl Scouts of Western Ohio-Camp Libbey

BGSU Springboard

Interlochcn Center for the Arts

Widewater Retreat and Ministry Center
Wood Haven Health Care

Teaas Migrant Council Inc.
Toledo Lasik Center
IK.

U.S. Army Recruiting

BGSU Student Technology Center

Island Resorts, Inc.

YMCA Camp Campbell Card

BGSU University Bookstore

Islander Golf n Islander Grille Restaurant 4 Bar

YMCA Camp Kern

Boardwalk (The)

lobSolutiom of Wood County

YMCA Camp WiHson

Bradford Vfoods Indiana University's Outdoor Center

Raman's Art Shoppes. Inc.

Camp Courageous

Karlsberger Companies

Camp Linden, Huron Valley Girl Scout Council

Lakeside Association (The)

Camp Wayne

Lorain County Domestic Relations Court

Catawba Island Club

Hetroparks of the Toledo Area

Cedar Point Amusement Park

Nuhop Center for Experiential Learning/Camp Nuhop

Clear Channel

Plastipak Packaging. Inc.

BGSU

Career Center

Km LOCATION t. DtVILOPM€NT

'.

vww.bgsu.edu/officns/sai/cnreer
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Do Macintosh users feel

I

Grou

P combines Abrahamic' religions

SJSU student created Muslim-Jewish-Christian Coalition for volunteering

superior to PC fanatics?
By Stephanie Mus.it
U-Wire
Vilt\( USE N.Y.
In 1997,
Macintosh users were encoui
■ged to "think different," in
Slevision advertisements, lint
iii 2006 Ihey don't just think diften'ini\. but potenualh, believe
ihcv are better than PC users,
in an (inline survey of 7500
ebmputer users conducted
l>\ Mindset Media, those with
fcple computers believed they
.oe more open-minded, precise
u: i i socially and
politically liberal than the
general population.
I he
study
bund thai "these
burchasers arc
less modes) and
iiiuie assured of
their nun superior
it\ than the popula
tonal large."
Mindset Media, the
company responsible
jir the survey, is an
inline advertising
tVcb site that
designs person
ali/cd Web sites
Bid
develops
multimedia presentations,
I he survey consisted of a
scries of questions both Mac and
Pt: users answered, The results
Were compared and revealed
rjiat Mac users see themselves
with a small superiority complex
more so than PC users.
Sara Welch, co-founder and
chictoperalingolliccml Mindset
Media, said she wasnl loo surpiised with the results.
"If you look at the Mae brand
and tin- brand zealots who you
kjinu. those people are more
IrkcK to be open-minded, lib-

eral and superior," she said
Hie study used a rating system in which each person was
placet! in one of five categories
based on (heir responses to the
survey questions,
si\i\ percent of people who
tell within the (Ipenncss fis" —
a category defined as those who
seek new and exciting experiences, believing imagination and
intellectual curiosity contribute
to a life well-lived —
W e re

" S 11 C (ess
breeds success,"

Welch said.
The study
also
found
that part of
the reason
for
Matusers atti-

more
likely

to purchase

a

Mac Instead ofa PC computer.
Openness 5s are receptive
to their own inner feelings and
may feel both happiness anil
unhappiness more intensely
than others.
'Mac owners are in the minority, so Ihey are loyal to themselves
and their brands," said Paul
(iandel, the chief information
officer at Syracuse University.

Downtown Apartments
jfc

AWelch said Apple has done a
good job of giving their products
personality.
"Apple stands for something
and has had a clear philosophy
and approach to computing
since Inception," she said.
Apple continues to build its
brand, reinforcing its image with
its supporters, she said, I he
logo is a big part of the success
because the association between the
apple and quality
leads to increased
sales.

114 South Main
117 North Main
Plus Many More!

tudes could
be because ihey want
everything to match, leading
them io buy the computer with
the matching mouse and carrier
case — all featuring the Apple
logo.
Apple people, Welch said,
"are not terribly modest" and
do nol hesitate to talk about
their accomplishments openly.
Their personalities show similar qualities io consumers of
high-end goods: Perfectionism
correlates lo a use of department store beauty products
and open-mlndedness with
organics, she said.
"I would definitely say there's
a correlation between personality and consumption,"
Welch said.

By Din,, B.isl.iri
U-Wiro
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Michael
Grossman, a senior global studies
and Spanish majoral San lose State
University started the Muslimlewish-Christian Coalition this
semester with the belief that sin
dents following the Abrahamic
religions can work together for
community service,
Ihe organization lakes in students from different religions as
long as the) support the cause of
giving back to the community,
(iiossmansaid.
On Monday afternoon, the
15 members of the organization
held its first event on campus — a
kosher/hallal barbecue in recogni-

tion of the war in Darfur. Along
with barbecuing hot dogs and
hamburgers, they attempted to
spread awareness about warfroni
area in Sudan, Africa.
"We are fix°using on Darfur
because it's a big conflict, a big
problem," Grossman. 21, said.
"Because till three mligions focus
on helping people, we decided to
t onie together over that goal and
help them out."
Mohammed Yousef Nawabi,
a senior biology major, said the
group is Irving to raise money far
the Darfur case through student
contributions, lie said a clothing
drive will be held in April to help

the homeless In (he area
"Our main goal is to raise

awareness." Nawabi, 21, said,
"and lei people know tli.it we're

here, and that it's an open environment for anybody of any faith
lo come and join us and work for
a good cause."
Members of the organization
played die documentary "Voices
of die Sudan" on a TV by the barbecue pits. They distributed informative fliers and invited speakers
Peter Akau and Mach Gong to talk
about the importance of understanding conflicts in their home
country - Sudan.
Billal Asghar, a senior global
studies and health science major,
thought il was important to hear
what students from Sudan have to
say to odiers on campus.
"People know what Darfur
is, but not many people know
what exactly is going on,"
Asghar, 22, said.

Texas A&M student struggles to manage
post-traumatic stress disorder at school
By David Mortis

experiences, such as abuse.

U-Wirc

I lie National Center for I'ostTraumatic Stress Disorder says
that PTSD affects between 12
percent and 20 percent of troops
who return from Iraq. I'ur a number of reasons, including fear of
what others will think and howit will affctithcirmiliiary career,
only half of returning troops
seek treatment Richard, how
ever, believes that bis anger and
flashbacks make him a danger lo

COI.I.Kil STATION, Texas —

Richard Russworn, a 36 yeai
old senior agricultural economics major at Texas A&M,
is no stranger to anger, fear
and resentment.
Though be I races some ol
these issues back to an abusive
childhood, l hex have been made
far worse by injuries he sustained while serving in Iraq and,
most of all. by post -traumatic

stress disorder,
Post-traumatic stress disorder, or PTSD, is an anxiety
disorder that can develop
after life-threatening events.
Susceptibility to PTSD, and
the course of the disorder, is
often influenced by negative

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

himseli and others.
"|lf| you drop something and
il makes a big bang, you could
put me back in Iraq for a bit.
I could slart hiking out people
lust to save mj own life."
Richard says he grew up in
a broken home where he was
abused physically, emotionally and psychologically. When
he was IS, his father look a

job as a trucker and was gone
Monday through Saturday. As
a result. Richard was forced to

raise himself.
He began working at a grocery store two miles down the
st reel where he was paid $2.70
an hour. With that money, he
bought food and paid bills.
When Richard's father returned
each week on Sunday, it was not
a happy reunion.
"It was gripe and complain
about this and that — what I
hadn't done, what I needed to
do and how disrespectful I was
becoming, how disobedient I
was — and I got pounded for it."
"That's not the way a child
should be brought up. I wish
I'd had it a lot different. I'd be a
different person today. 1 probably wouldn't resent myself
as much."

• One Bedroom Apartments
• Very Reasonable Rents
• Located Above Businesses

Last Chance Senior
Portraits Today!
• ^ Portraits]
taken at

* the Student
1
Union

"Fteel
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment online at www.MySeniorPortrait.com or walk-ins accepted.

BG NEWS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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THE ARMY ADVANTAGE FUND.
BECAUSE SOLDIERS DESERVE MORE.
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Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to $40,000
to start the business of your dreams or buy the home you always wanted.
Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.
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ARMY STRONG."
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Bush administration addresses current economy issues
By B«n Filler
The Associated Press

JACKSONVILLE.
Fla.
—
Pri'sident Bush said yesterday
his administration is prepared
to take fresh action — if necessary — to bolster the nation's
flagging economy and financial
sector.
"If there needs to be further
action we'll take it," Bush said
during a speech on trade along
the docks of this city's port.
However, the president said
his administration would act
only "in a way that does not
damage the long-term health of
our economy." lie wasn't specific about what sort of action
this would preclude.
But Bush has in the past rejected Democratic lawmakers' ideas
on the economy. They include
proposals to help struggling

families by extending unemployment and food stamp benefits and sendingaid to strapped
states and to prevent homeowners from foreclosure by allowing
bankruptcy judges to adjust loan
rates.
At the root of the economy's
woes is the collapse of the subprime mortgage market. The
problem has spread from one
faced by homeowners to a severe
credit squeeze in the financial
sector. Bush said "it's going to
take time to work through this
oversupply" in the housing market, but suggested that the financial market may need additional
help.
Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson and Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bcrnanke "will
continue to closely monitor the
markets and the financial sector" to determine what is need-

ed, Bush said.
The Fed has approved a series
of interest-rate cuts — including
another yesterday — and over
the weekend became the lender
of last resort for troubled investment banks. The Fed also gave
government backing to the takeover by JPMorgan Chase & Co.
of Bear Stearns to help keep the
stricken investment bank — one
of the nation's largest — from
collapse.
. "It was action that was necessary," Bush said,
He talked about the spreading economic crisis during a
speech aimed at pushing a
pending trade agreement with
Colombia that faces a steep
climb in the Democratic-controlled Congress.
/OSELUISMAGANA I AP PHOTO

See BUSH | Page II

FLYING OVERHEAD: Air Force One. with president Bush aboard, flies over Marine One at Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland.

Delta Air Lines offers voluntary payouts

Governor Paterson says past affairs
should not factor into his new role
By Michael GormUy
The Associated Press

ALBANY — The state's new
governor revealed yesterday
that he had affairs with several women, including a state
employee. The confession
came a day after he took over
from former Gov. Eliot Spitzer,
who was driven from office
amid a prostitution scandal.
Gov. David Paterson said
the affairs happened during a
rough patch in his marriage, and
that the employee did not work
for him. He insisted he did not
advance her career, and that no
campaign or state money was
spent on the affairs.
"1 do not feel 1 have broken my
commitment to the citizens of
New York state." Paterson said at
a news conference with his wife,
Michelle Paige Paterson.
Paterson, a Harlem Democrat,
admitted an affair in an interview with the New York Daily
News on Monday after he was
sworn in, but his comments yesterday indicate the couple's fidel-

HANSPENNINK

AP PHOTO

OPENING UP: Gov. David Paterson gestures during his speech to a joint legislature
and invited guests after being sworn in

ity problems went deeper than
he first acknowledged. He is not
having an affair now, he said.
The Patersons said they both
had affairs during a time when
their marriage was headed
toward divorce. But they admitted the infidelity, sought counseling and have built a stronger
marriage and family.

"We dealt with it as a family,"
his wife said. "A marriage has
peaks and valleys... no marriage
is perfect."
"I think we have a marriage
like many Americans, maybe
even like many of you," the governor told reporters. "Fleeted
officials are really just reflections
of the people we represent."
Paterson said the affairs took
place since about 1999, and one
extended into h is term as Senate
minority leader, which began
in 2002, He said he didn't reveal
the affairs during his time as a
senator, Senate minority leader
or lieutenant governor because
no one had asked him and
he came forward because he
didn't want the rumors to cloud
his governorship.
T didn't want to be blackmailed," he said.
Paterson, who is legally blind
and the state's first black governor, ascended to office after
Spitzer's resignation last week
See PATERSON | Page 11

By Harry R. W.bar
rhe Associated Prtsi

ATLANTA — Delta Air Lines said
yesterday it will offer voluntary
severance payouts to roughly
30,000 employees — more than
half its work force — and cut
domestic capacity by an extra
5 percent this year as part of an
overhaul of its business plan to
deal with soaring fuel prices.
Executives at Atlanta-based
Delta said in a memo to employees that the airline's goal is to cut
2,000 frontline, administrative
and management jobs through
the voluntary program, attrition
and other initiatives.
Delta spokeswoman Betsy
Talton said that if more than
that amount agree to take the
voluntary severance, that will
be allowed. The severance program primarily affects mainline
Delta employees. It will not affect
Delta pilots, who have a union
contract with the company, and
employees at Delta regional carrier Comair, which is based in
Erianger, Ky.
One part of the program is for
employees who are already eligible for retirement or for those

"We're moving
quickly. We're
focused on
performance."
Ed Bastian
President of Delta Airlines
whose age and years of service
add up to at least 60, with 10 or
more years of service. The other
part of the program is an "earlyout" offer for frontline employees
— such as flight attendants and
gate and ticket agents — with
10 or more years of service and
for administrative and management employees with one or
more years of service.
Delta had 55.044 total fulltime employees as of the end of
last year.
Oil prices recently cracked
$111 a barrel, nearly twice what
they were a year ago.
The memo from Chief
Executive Richard Anderson
and President Ed Bastian did
not mention Delta's talks with
Northwest Airlines Corp. about
a combination that would cre-

ate the world's largest airline.
Bastian was updating investors
yesterday at a conference in
New York.
"We're focused on addressing our challenges," Bastian
said at the conference. "We're
moving quickly. We're focused
on performance."
Bastian said Delta will continue to grow internationally.
He brushed off concerns raised
by one analyst that robust international expansion may be the
wrong approach while many
corporations are cutting back on
travel as the economy weakens.
On Monday, Delta's pilots
union said it had told company executives it can't agree on
seniority issues with its counterpart at Northwest, raising
serious doubts about the prospect of a combination of the
two companies.
The disclosure was made in a
letter from the head of the pilots
union at Delta, Lee Moak, to
rank-and-file Delta pilots.
The letter does not mention
Northwest by name, but makes
See DELTA | Page II

free ultra bulb tanning dome
washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
microwave, dishwasher & disposal
furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom
resort-style swimming pool
oversized hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center
state-of-the-art fitness center
game room with billiards table
basketball court
sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance
on site management

9 MONTH LEASES
RATES AS LOW AS $290
LEASE RATE GUARANTEE

yayl^co^^. C&wi/
$1,000 CASH DRAWING MARCH 27!
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Kent State ready for the challenge that awaits
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

BASEBALL
Team sees second
straight game get
canceled
Unplayable field conditions
forced the Falcons to cancel
their home opener against
Cleveland St. BG will next be
in action this weekend as they
travel to Kalamazoo. Mich., to
take on Western Michigan.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

KENT — Like an expectant
father. Laing Kennedy waited
anxiously outside as the discussion behind the closed
doors focused on one.school,
his school.
One of 10 members on the
NCAA tournament selection
committee, Kennedy, Kent
State's highly respected athletic
director, was required to leave
the Indianapolis hotel room on
Sunday when it came time for
the Golden Flashes' tourney
resume to be analyzed before
they were seeded and placed in
one of four regions.
Seconds turned to minutes,
and Kennedy grew a touch
antsy.
"I thought it was.taking longer
than it needed to be." Kennedy
said with a laugh.
He had no reason to be nervous.
The Golden Flashes, who will
open tomorrow against UNLV

Beyond that, they won the
league's East title, went 16-0
at home, won the MAC tourWHEN: Thursday. March 20;
nament and will carry a 28-6
2:55
record into the opening round.
WHERE: Omaha. Neb.
Kent State also had the conferKSU RECORD: 28 6.9th seed
ence's top player, junior college
Midwest regional
transfer Al Fisher, the defenUNLV RECORD: 27 7. 8th seed
sive player of the year, spiMidwest regional
der-like llaminn Quaintance,
UP NEXT: Winner laces winner
and the MAC's top coach, lim
of Kansas/ Portland St.
Christian, who is certain to
in Omaha, Neb., may have out- be a hot commodity among
grown their mid-major label. schools searching for a new
One of only six schools to win 20 coach to revive them.
games in each of the past 10 sea"We've had a great run," said
sons, Kent State received a No. 9 senior forward Mike Scott. "But
seed in the Midwest Region, the there's still work to be done."
school's highest ranking in five
Christian, a fast-talking Long
trips to the tournament since Island native, is in his sixth sea1999 and yet another sign of son at the northeast Ohio school,
respect for a rising program.
which will forever be linked to
Even before the NCAA tour- the tragic 1970 campus shootney tips off, Kent State has had ings. The 41-year-old was an
a run this season unlike any assistant to Stan Heath in 2002,
in its hoop history. In February, when the Golden Flashes went
the Golden Flashes earned their the national quarterfinals, beatfirst ranking in the AP poll, the
See KENT | Page 10
first time a MAC school had
cracked the Top 25 since 2001.

KENT STATE VS. UNLV

KEN LOVf

IN A FLASH: The Kern State Golden Flashes, fresh off then victory in the MAC
Tournament championship against Akron, will look ahead to then next opponent in the
Runnin Rebels ol UNLV

Spring sports are just starting
up and The BG News Sports
Blog is your best bet for all
the latest information on all
your favorite Falcon sports.

For the love of the game... or a T-shirt

The blog can also be used for
live game updates.
http;//www.bgnewssports.blogspot.com

Take me out to the
ballgame, just make sure

OUR CALL
Today in

there's no dirt on the field

Sports History
1991—Sacramento Kings
set NBA record of 29
consecutive road losses.

&ti
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1984—Pitcher Denny
McLam is indicted on various
charges of racketeering.
1966—Texas Western beats
Kentucky 72-65 in the 28th
men's NCAA Championship.
1897-Yale defeated Penn
50-10 in first major
college basketball game.

The List
March Madness is almost
here and with that being said,
we list the top five first round
matchups that you should be
looking out for:
1.6 USC vs. 11
Kansas State: It's
Beasley vs. Mayo. No more
needs to be said about a
matchup involving two of the
top freshmen in the country.

2.5 Michigan State
vs. 12 Temple: Sparty
is usually either hit or miss in
the NCAAs - first round exit*
or deep tournament run. The
5/12 matchups always yield

ENCKHWU i IHEBGNtWS

INTRAMURALS: Some people play intramurals for joy. Others play intramural* to get much needed exercise. Others participate in
intramurals for the opportunity to win a T-shirt or hold a sign on the sidelines of flag football games while screaming obscenities.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS ON THE STREET
Which intramural sport have you participated in in the past, and why?
"Ultimate
Frisbee.
Instead of
drinking on
Tuesday nights
we would
strategize in
our dorm."
BRANDON PATRICK SCOTT.
Junior. Communication

"Flag football.
It was all girls
and it was so
ridiculous and
hilarious! "

MARJORY JOHNSON. Sophomore.
Early Childhood Education

"Basketball.
t was very
competitive!"

SHANE WALTER, Sophomore. Middle
Childhood Education

\
I
■

CHRISTY
JOHNSON
SPECIAL
SECTIONS
EDITOR

It's the bottom of the 7th, the
bases are loaded and that
kid you eat burritos with on
Wednesdays is up to bat.
The whole team is cheering
from the sidelines as you pick
up the ball to lob it in over the
plate. It's not every day that
the pitcher gets to throw to his
own teammate.
The pitch goes in with a
nice high arc. It's asking to get
crushed into left field, and it is.
If there was a fence, this ball
would be flying over it.
Everyone runs to high five
and butt-smack the team's
MVP. Another game, another
victory and another awesome
intramural champ T-shirt.
Granted, this never actually
happened to my team. But we
did go 2-1-1 last year, which
was a vast improvement from
2006's 0-4 record.
And while we may not win
every game, each year I long
for the feeling of the cool
dewy grass under my feet and
a leather club securely over
my left hand.
EveryMarchlgetthe
chance to gather my 15 closest
friends as we embark on the
epic journey of intramural co-

ed softball.
The people on my team all
had different ranges of softball skills and general athletic ability, but that was hall
of the fun.
Before the season began,
we decided we should hold
week!) practices to see just
where we all stood in i lugrand scheme of things.
There's really nothing like
teaching your friend the correct way to hold a Softball bat,
or how to place a hand over
her glove after she catches a
ball so it doesn't fall back out.
Intramural sports, sponsored by the Universit) s
Recreation Center, give
students the chance to get
Involved in a physical activity that offers competition,
friendships and Inn.
It also allows those students
who played high school sports
to get right back in the swing
of things, quite literally.
It can also be a way to kick
back and relax, taking nut the
stress of t he semester on an
opponent. You can treat the
ball like it is that last calculus
quiz and kick it squarely into
the net.
Intramural sports can also
be a way to make your parents
proud. I remember the day I
called up my dad, who is the
See JOHNSON | Page 10

some sort of excitement.

3.3Xaviervs.14
Georgia: Tune into see
if the Dawgs can continue
their miraculous March run
against the Musketeers.
4.5 Clem son vs. 12
Villanova: The Tigers
proved they were worthy
by beatirjg Duke and nearly
knocking off UNC in the
ACC Tournament Now
they must find a way to
control Scottie Reynolds.

5.5 Notre Dame vs.
12 George Mason:
Another 5/12 matchup
pitting the Irish against
the Patriots. GMU advanced
all the way to the Final Four
two seasons ago and now will
look to pull the upset again.
Plus Gus Johnson is covering
the game for CBS - so you
know it will be exciting.

1

Borowski attributes success to rigorous work-out schedule and diet
WINTER HAVEN (AP) — Joe
Borowski's buffed body takes
work — and sacrifice.
First, 90 minutes a day of cardiovascular work in addition to
a relatively normal amount of
strength training and flexibility
exercises.
His diet is restrictive: no food
after 6 p.m. and no complex carbohydrates. Pasta? Only a couple
of times each year.
The cost is high, but so are
the rewards — in the case of
Cleveland's closer, a lot of money
over eight years in the big leagues
and an American League-high
45 saves last season.
"I'm in much better shape now
than early in my career," said the
36-year-old Borowski, preparing
for his second season with the
Indians. "I've always been big,
but not lean. I weighed 237 in
2005, after I hurt my wrist. Today,
I'm at 212. Those pounds I don't
have are huge. I didn't have a
dead-and-dragging ^period in

"I've always been big, but not lean. I weighed
237 in 2005, after I hurt my wrist. Today, I'm
at 212. Those pounds I don't have are huge.
I didn't have a dead-and-dragging
period in August last year."
Joe Borowski | Indians Pitcher
August last year."
"nonexistent" didn't handle inacBorowski seems to be con- tivity well. His knees wouldn't
stantly on his way to or from the take the pounding of distance
workout room, both in Cleveland running, so Borowski turned to
and on the road. During spring exercise machines instead.
training, he is at the complex by
Then, last year, Borowski
7 a.m. At this point, he can't help began to pay attention to his diet.
himself.
He eliminated his daily habit of
"It's
become
addictive," "four or five" large gourmet cofBorowski said.
fees. He eliminated large meals,
The addiction to strict work- instead eating smaller portions
outs and an even stricter diet ,five or six times each day. He
came somewhat from necessity.
Borowski battled injuries in 2004
See BOROWSKI i P^e 10
and 2005. A metabolism r» terms

¥> PHOTO
LEAN AND MEAN: Indians closer Joe Borowski has dropped 25 pounds since the 2005
season. Baowsb now weighs2l5 pounds. The weight loss led to 45 saves last season
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KENT
From Page 9
ing Oklahoma Slate, Alabama
ana Pittsburgh before losing
to Indiana
Christian, 138-57 at Kent,
has built on the success first
started by Gary Waters and
maintained by Heath, making Kent State the envy of the
highly competitive MAC
All that's missing from
Christian's glowing resume is
.in \( A A tournament win, one
that could come against the

Runnin' Rebels.
Hut of his many accomplishments, Christian is most proud of
the team-first attitude that charge teri/.es Kent ssystem.lt sal«mt
seniors stepping up. It's al>otit
players accepting roles without
question. It's about family.
On senior night last season,
( hi isiian wanted to start Armon
dales and Omni Smith, two
seniors who had been coming
nil I he bench.
Hut before the game, the players approached their coach and
said that while they appreciated
his gesture, they wanted to keep
things the same.
"Uhciigtiysarciloiiigthat.then
everything's In place," Christian
said proudly. "Whether you win
or lose, win championships or
not, everything is in place in the
program. Those are things that
will stay with me forever, how
much guys are willing to give in
order to win,"
\s good as Kent State has

"The beautiful part of this tournament is

BOROWSKI

that it's just one game. When the mid-major
teams get there, you have to beat them on

From Page 9
Joe
Borowski

one day. It's not four out of seven. It's not
three out of five. It's not two out of three.

Converted 45
save opportunities
last season.

Anything can happen."
been in recent years, there's also
been some luck along the way as
Usher's story can attest.
Buried on a Redlands (Okla.)
Community College team
loaded with Division I players, Fisher, who began his
career at Siena, wasn't getting
much interest when Kent State,
which had a scholarship opening, called asking about any
potential point guards.
Fisher was recommended

and ended up signing with Kent
State on the day before school
started without Christian or
his assistants seeing him play
in person. The 6-foot-l guard
led the team in scoring and
made three game-winning
shots in the final seconds.
"1 just came out and played
my game," Fisher said. "I didn't
think I'd be player of the year or

anything like that"
Kent State's last N( IAA visit was
brief. hi200(i, theColdcn flashes
were intimidated and thumped
by Pittsburgh in the first round.
"We were shell-shocked," said
Scott, an aeronautical engineer-

March's madness.
Twenty years ago. he was a
backup guard on a Rhode Island
team that beat Missouri and
Syracuse before losing by one
point to Duke.
"I can remember every single
second of it," he said.

If Kent State can get by UNLV,'
top-seeded Kansas could be
waiting.
As Christian has witnessed, it
doesn't matter what name is on
the uniform then.
"The beautiful part of this tournament is that it's just one game,"

By Ruity Miller

COLUMBUS — lamar Butler
scored 21 ixiints and added 10
assists to lead Ohio State past
11 \(Asheville 81-fifi last night in
an Nil' first-round game on their
home court.
During one span in the second half, the senior point guard
scored or assisted on 15 consecutive points for the Buckeyes
120-131, who were passed over
In the Nl \A tournament a year
after finishing as the national
runners-up.
Othello I lunter had 16 points,
Kosta Koufos IS and David l-ighty
13 for the Buckeyes, who shot 56
percent from the field while making t hei r eight h NII appearance.
They advance to host the winner of tonight's game between
New Mexico and California, on
Monday at nearby St. lohn Arena.
The game had to be moved from
Ohio State's Value City Arena, the
Buckeyes' home court, because it
is Ixioked for a Bruce Springsteen
concert on Monday night.
The victory extended coach
I'had Malta's string of 20-win
seasons. He's won at least that
many in all eight years he's been
a head coach.

Heid Angst had 20 ixiints. Bryan
Smithson 17 and K.I. Garland 10
for the Bulldogs 123-101, the first
Big South Conference team to
play in an NIT game. They had
shared the conference's regularseason title and made it to Big
South tournament final before
losing to Wintbrop, which cap
Hired the automatic NCAA berth.
Asheville's 7-foot-7 Kenny
George played well, scoring 12
points with II rebounds. He
hit 6-of-7 shots from the field,
blocked a shot and added an
assist in 27 minutes.
The Buckeyes built a 10-point
lead at halftime and then pulled
away in the second half.
Butler had a hand in all of the
scoring in a 15-7 run midway
through, scoring 10 points and
assisting on a 3-pointer by Jon
Diebler and Dallas lauderdale's
dunk off an inbounds pass for a
70-54 lead.
The Bulldogs never threatened
again.
The Buckeyes had two big
streaks in the first half, going on
a 100 run for a 27-16 lead only to
have the Bulldogs counterpunch
with a 12-2 run to pull to 29-28.
Ohio State then closed the half
on a 16-7 run for a 45-35 lead at
the break.

all but eliminated pizza, "my
vice."
"It'snot easy to walkthrough
the kitchen after a game and
smell food," Borowski said. "I
quit coffee cold-turkey, which
wasn't easy. Now I have one
less vice."
Folks don't normally need
coffee to stay awake when
Borowski takes the mound.
Many of his 45 saves were
of the white-knuckle variety
— a hit. a walk, and plenty
of fan murmuring followed
by a double-play ground ball
and a game-ending strikeout. After all that anxiety,
Borowski was almost always
shaking hands with his catcher. He was 45-for-53 with a
3.73 ERA in save situations.
"I guess everybody would
like to say he never gave up a
hit or a walk," Borowski said.
"But, if 1 save 45 games again,
I'll be happy. I've never tried
to be anything I'm not. I work
with what I've got. 1 try to get
people to put the ball in play."
The Indians signed veteran Japanese closer Masa
Kobayashi over the winter as an insurance policy
for Borowski, who tried not
to lake the move personally.
Borowski did point out that
his 2004 shoulder surgery
was the only true injury of his
career (he was struck by a line
drive in 2005).
"For me, 'health! is a nonissue,'' Borowski said.
Making health a nonissue, however, required
some sacrifice,
"There are a lot of young
guys who ask what 1 do,"
Borowski said. "When I tell
them, they're like. 'Uh, forget that."

ing major who can fly to the rim.
"This time, we're confident we
can play with any team in the
country, regardless if its Kansas,
Duke, UNIV."
Following a 29-point loss to
top-ranked North Carolina in
lanuary, the Golden Flashes
went 18-3.
I hey beat No. 23 Saint Mary's
and didn't lose consecutive
games all season.
Their next loss will end this
run, which is why Christian
wants his players to savor

MARK DUNCAN
ALL HONORS: KSU boasts league MVP Al Fisher. Coach ol the Year Jim Christian and
MAC Defensive Player ol the Year Haminn Ouianiance. Kent Slate will lake on UNLV on
Thursday in Omaha al 2.55 p.m

he said. "When the mid-major
teams get there, you have to beat
them on one day. It's not four
out of seven. It's not three out
of live. It's nut two out of three.

OSU gets past UNC-Asheville 84-66 JOHNSON
From Page 9
The Associated Press

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Both teams got off to hot starts.
Asheville shooting 64 percent
from the field and the Buckeyes
58 percent in the opening half.

varsity soft ball a uch at (Irrville
High School, to tell him the
good news,
Hold him that me and the
gang scrapped up a team and
asked liim ifhehadany tips
tin us
"Well.' he said, "mavhc you uiv
old enough now to actually concentrate and not draw shapes in
the infield dirt."
I quickly explained to dear old
dad that since then1 is not any
din where uc arc placing, that
this would not be a problem
"Good, then make sun'you till

me in on how you guys da"
And fill him in I did. In fail.
lasi year I would change my
kicelxKik status to reflect how
well my team did that day. I am
sure my I acelxxik friends mall)'

appreciated this update, which
showed up on their mini-feed

once a week.
Ihere were other intramural
spons that I wanted t<' play, like
football during my sophomore
year, but my guy friends told
me that I was not big enough
or strong enough to participate.
Iliat hurt my feelings, ol course,

until I realized tli.it [could be the
MOVING OH Senior guard Jamar Butler
scored 21 pomis and added 10 assists in the
Buckeyes 84-66 victory last night against
UNC-Asheville

i ihi loxious fan holding up signs
with my friends' names on them
while shouting obscenities al ihe
oilier team.
I love intramurals. Playing

Anything can happen."
"And on one night, if you
execute and somebody has an
off night, anybody can beat

anybody.'

"Well, maybe you
are old enough
now to actually
concentrate and not
draw shapes in the
infield dirt."
I Johnson | Christy's Dad
than, watdiing them and witting Itocebook status updates
about ilicm.Tlicv are the best
pan of my week in April, in it tc i
mention the only exercise thai I
get all year long.
Iliisyeai. my intramural team
consists ol all seniors, and wean'
itching to claim the chanipii n i
ship. When I close my eyes, I
can feel the soft cotton polyester
blend T-shirt on my skin, and ii
makes me smile.

SPRING TRAINING
GLANCE
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Tampa Bay
Oakland
Los Angeles
Texas
New York
Minnesota
Detroit
Kansas City
Baltimore
Cleveland
Chicago

SPRING
INTRAMURALS
INDOOR SOCCER: Started
Monday
VOLLEYBALL: Starred
Mondav
SOFTBALL: Starts March 31
TENNIS: Starts March 31
CORNHOLE
TOURNAMENT: April 7

By Dan Sew*ll

CINCINNATI—The University
of Cincinnati has agreed
to move its 2012 football
game with Ohio State from
Cincinnati to Columbus for
nearly SI million, school officials said yesterday.
Ohio State wanted to opt

out of the 2012 game scheduled at Paul Drown Stadium, as
allowed under its contract with
Cincinnati. UC athletic director Mike Thomas said. The
Bearcats then negotiated to
play that game at Ohio State for
extra compensation.
The Bearcats also are scheduled to play the Buckeyes in
Columbus in 2014, for the

typical visiting-team share
of S375.000,
under their
2003 contract.
An Ohio State official said
the Buckeyes wanted another
homegamein20l2.
"We wanted an eighth home
game and it made sense to
move it back here," said Steve
Snapp, an associate athletic
director in charge of sched-

uling. "It was also financially
beneficial for them,"
t ttlio Stale said il will pay DC
SH8H,2'H> to move the game to
Columbus, paid in six annual

Installments of $148,041.
"This course of action is consistent with my philosophy
that Cincinnati will play anyone, anywhere, at anytime,"
said Cincinnati coach Brian

A Tropical Paradise
Salon and Tan

Seattle

8

Boston
Toronto

7
7

L
4
6
7
8
7
9
10
10
9
11
12
11
10
12

Pet
.765
.700
.632
.579
.562
550
.524
.500
.471
.450
429
.421
.412
368

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
Milwaukee
14
Florida
15
New York
13
Atlanta
11
San Diego
10
Cincinnati
11
St. Louis
9
Colorado
8
Houston
9
Washington 9
Arizona
8
Chicago
8
Philadelphia 8
Pittsburgh
8
Los Angeles 8
San Francisco 6

UC receives almost $1 million in order for OSU to add a home game in 2012
The Associated Press

W
13
14
12
11
9
11
11
10
8
9
9

Kelly In a statement released
on Tuesday.
The Buckeyes almost got
derailed on their road to
the
national
championship in a 2002 trip to Paul

Brown Stadium.
Bearcats receivers dropped
two passes in the end zone in
the last minute and Ohio State
escaped with a 23-19 victory.

L
7
8
7
8
9
11
10
9
12
12
12
12
12
12
15»
14

Pet
.667
.652
.650
.579
.526
.500
.474
.471
.429
.429
.400
.400
.400
.400
.381
300
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Gradual
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available1
Summer semester, or year leases
Low as J425 per month
includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

Norma Castllla
Reception

•
•
•
•

Stove, .Vkjge. mice
Full cable VV/HB0
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

r itiSUYflty/i

Chris Dlshop Pattl Hip Anna Gonzales Joy Prlngle
Owner/Stylist Stylist
Mang./Stylist
Nail tech

ck Village

Not Pictured Carol Cartwrlght Siyist/Naii teen

*

Condon

Beautiful ranch style condominiums • Excellent
$650/month i
Washe' and dryer ha
Quiet tenants desired * DenrOffia
1 or 2 Bedroom • Central at

Appts. 419 352-0600
1236 W. Woostet Suite B
next to Marathon

i
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BUSH
From Page 8
" I his isn't just one of these
Isolated votes that gets no attention outside of Washington,"
Hush said alter touring a cargo
shipping company. "This is
a vote that is being observed
very carefully by people across
the world."
The deal would remove most
tariffs on Americ an exports and
cement Colombia's preferential
trade status with the United
Stales, which allows it (0 sell
main products hereclutx lire.

CAMOSOSORIO

APPHOTO

DETERMINATION: I 'droil Mayor Kwame Krlpatrick qivos Ins Stale of the City addtess yesterday City Council called for his resignation.

PATERSON
From Page 8
amid allegations he hired a

Mayor Kilpatrick stands strong
Despite calls for his resignation, Kilpatrick will not step down
By Corey Williams
The Associated Press

DETROIT

yesterday, the

Detroit City Council called
for the resignation Of Mayor
Kwame kilpatrick. who is heine,
investigated over an alleged
affair he swore under oath
he did not have. He quickly
rejected the request.

The resolution, passed 7-1,
amounted to a "no-confidence"
vole because the council lacks
the power to force' Kilpatrick to
step down.
"You take a whole day to
discuss an issue like this.
Kilpatrick said "My reaction

is: This is over. It has no effect.
It's not binding. Let's i;el hack
to work."
Wayne County Prosecutoi
k\ m Worthy is investigating
whether the mayor .tnd former
Chief of Staff Christine lieatly
lied under oath when the) testi
lied inawhistle blowers'lawsuil
thai they had nol had a physi
cal relationship. Kilpatrick has
been dogged by media reports

about steam) text messages the
two exchanged thai suggest a
romantic relationship
Kilpatrick also has been criticized for usinga racially charged
wind during a recent speech.
I he lone vote against the res

high-priced prostitute from an
esc HI i scuicc. federal prosecii

tors are still deckling whether to
pursue charges against Spitzel
a Democrat who was elected
in 2IIIM> with a historic share of

lint Hush casts the deal in
terms much broader than a
trade pat I between two conn
tries. He says it is a way to promote pi ogress in a place where
terrorists ran otherwise pre)
on poor people, bush goes so
fat as to say the collapse <>t .i
deal will rob the U.S. of trust
and Influence across all of
South America.
Democrats, though, remain
concerned about whether
t olombia's govei nmenl has
done enough to hall violence, protect labor aclisists
and demobilize paramilitary
fighters.

Also while in I lorida, the
State thai cemented his first
bid for the1 White I louse, Bush
is raising more (ban S1.4 million for Republicans.
A lunchtime fundraiser
in lacksonville is generating
$685,500 for the Republican
National Committee. The
host is |ohn I). Hood, the former U.S. ambassador to the
Bahamas, later, the presidenl was heading aboul 290
miles south to Palm Beach
for a reception expected to
raise $762,000 for the HNC.
Both
events
are
closed
to reporters.

the vote.

was say, Stop bothering people.
Here's the story. And that's it
Republican Senate Majority
I eader loseph Bruno, who is
next in the line of succession
io the governor's office should
something happen to Paterson,
said I'aterson's personal life is
Paterson's business only as long
as ii doesn't interfere with how

\sseinbh DemocraticSpeaker
Sheldon Silver, a Democrat, said
yesterda) he doesn't believe
Paterson was weakened by
the disclosure,
"This Alham press corps
was Ina feeding heii/v. looking
for anything the) could do to
find it." Silver said. "And basi
callv whal Da\ id Paterson did

he governs.
ducting to review strategic
altern rues is "fluid."
"We are proponents of consolidation, hut it docs have Io be

Delia \ii I mis im . executives
have said the) would not mine

olution was cast by president
pro tern Monica Conyers. the
wife of U.S. Hep. lohn Conyers,
One councilwoman was absent

DELTA

because of illness
The council considered the
issue two weeks ago, but postponed a VOte because some
members said they needed
more information before they
could decide what to do.
\ whole lot has changed
between then and now. ... \l\
vote is not an indictment of the
mayor so much as it is a request
of the citizens to gel back to
work.'' said Councilwoman
Barbara-Rose Collins, who sup
putted the measure.

references to the other union as
the link one Delia pilots have
been talking to. Multiple nib
cials close to the talks have said
in recent months that the iitbei
company was Northwest
The letter talks about the dis
c ussiniis with the other carriei
in the past tense, suggesting
at least for now there won't be

forward with any combination

From Page 8

further talks.
i be two carriers don'i need
a pilot seniority integration
dial in advance to mine foi
ward with a combination, bin

unless the seniority of their
employees was protected.
\ Delia Northwest combina
lion deal could proceed without
a pilot seniorin agreement, Inn
that would be up III I he boards ol

the right deal," Bastian said.
Vskedb) an analyst why Delia
doesn'i seem willingto move forward without a pilot deal first,
Bastian responded, "No. I'm not
going to bile."
Bastian reaffirmed Delta's
first-quartet earnings guidance.
I le said the company will be
updating us full-year guidance
considering higher fuel costs,
"ii is not out ol the question fix
Delia m be profitable this year,
albeit it modestly profitable,"
Bastian said.

the two companies.
At least one airline analyst,
Calyon Securities Ra) Neidl,
siiiiniieci doubtful thai will hap
pen, at least in the near term.
Bastian said loda)
that
be would not be able In pin
vide details on the consolidation discussions. Me said the

process Delia's board is con-

Nearly complete mummified dinosaur discovered in North Dakota
By Blake Nicholson

"This is the closest many people

The Associated Press
BISMARCK, N.D.
Using tiny
brushes and chisels, workers
picking at a big greenish black
rock in the basement of North
Dakota's state museum are
meticulously uncovering some
thing amazing: a nearly com
plete dinosaur, skin and all.
Unlike almosi ever) other
dinosaur fossil ever found,
the 1 dinontnsaiiiiis named
Dakota, a duckbilled dinosaur
unearthed in southwestern
North Dakota in 2004, is cm
eiecl by fossilized skin that is
bard as iron. It's among iusi a
few mummified dinosaurs in
the world, say the researchers
who are slowly freeing it bom a

65-million-year-old rock tomb.
"This is the closest main
people will ever get to seeing
what large parts ol a dinosaur
actually looked like, in the
flesh,"' said Phillip Manning, a
paleontologist at Manchestei
University in England, a mem
her of the international team
researching Dakota.
"This is not the usual dis
jointed sentence oi fragment of
a word that the fossil records
offer up as evidence of past life.
This is a full chapter."
Animal
tissue
typically

decomposes

quick!)

after

death. Researchers say Dakota
must have been buried rapid!)
and in just the right environment for the texture of the skin

to be preserved
"The process ol decay was
overtaken by thai of fossilization, preserving many of

the soft-tissue structures,"
Manning said.

will ever get to seeing what large
parts of a dinosaur actually
looked like, in the flesh."
Phillip Manning | Paleontologist
ixlei Lyson, a 25-year-old
doctoral paleontology studentat
Vale University, discovered the
dinosaur on his uncle's ranch
in the Badlands in 1999. Weeks
after be started to unearth the
Inssil in 2004, he knew he bad
found something special
"Usually all we have is hones."
I yson said in a telephone interview. "In this special case, we're
not just aftel the bnnes; we're

importance. "! be goal was to
gel bones to put on display," he
said.
Dakota was mined to the
museum early last month
and is currently surrounded
In precariously perched desk
lamps and a machine Io suck
up dust, state paleontologist
lohn Hoganson, of the North
Dakota (leological Survey, said
it will lake a year, nun he more,

after the whole carcass."
Researchers have used the
world's largest i I scanner,
operand In the Hoeing Co. in

to uncover it.

California and used to examine
spare shuttle palls, to gel a bettei look,it whal is encased in the
rumpled mass nf sandstone.
Stephen Begin, a Michigan
consultant on the project,
said this is the fifth dinosaui
mummy ever found that is "ol
any significance."
"It may turn out to be one of
the best mummies, because of
thequalit) ol the skin that we're
finding and the extent of the
skin that'son the specimen," he
said yesterday.
Begin said several other
dinosaurs with fossilized skin
have been unearthed around
the world, but only a handful
have enough skin to he of use
Im research and cducaliun and
in most pie\ inns cases the skill
was considered to be of lessei

Amy Sakariassen. part of the
team working on the project,
was toiling away with a brush
w In ise bristles had been ground
down to nubs.
It really is wonderful to work
on it." she said, as Begin used a
sharp Instrument to pick away
tiny bits of rock and unveil a
scale. "Nobody's seen dial par
lieu la i scale in 67 million years.
It's quite thrilling."
Manning said his involvement
has meant 18-hour clays, sevend.n weeks and "more work than
I could have ever imagined. Bui
I would not change a single set
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DIGGING UP DINOSAURS:

IT'S AHADROSAUR:

ft it emerges from its

•. N 0

ly at sandstone

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
Near Campus

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Clean

ond of the past few years.
i loganson said the main pan

!$&

Many Sizes

of l he fossil is in two parts, weighing u total of nearly 5 tons.
I he skeleton itself is kind of
curled up," he said. "The actual
length would be about 30 feet,
from aboul the t ip ol its tail to the
tip of its nose."
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507 E. MERRY ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Tennant pays electric. Across from
campus. Very Spacious $575.00
per month 'or a 12 month lease.

525 E. MERRY ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Tennant pays electric. Across Irom
campus. Very Spacious $575.00
per month lor a 12 month lease.
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332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352.5620
www.newloverentals.com

315 1/2 S. MAIN ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Large living area. Cat ok with pet
deposit. Tenant pays all utilities.
$410.00 per month tor a 12
month lease

117 1/2 LEHMAN:
Three bedroom unfurnished
upper duplex. $370.00 per
month lor a 12 month lease.
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Open Late Until 3am!!
Friday & Saturday

$7.99
14" Large Pizza

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open" 24 Hours
Clean
Many Sizes

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

with Cheese & 1 topping

Call Today to
Reserve Unit

All Major Credit ("arils Accepted

352-1520

WAL-MART
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1740 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com

MAKE A SLAM DUNK

RECYCLE!
Books
Junk Mail
Mixed Office Paper
Magazines/Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Cardboard

OFFERING ALL OF YOUR
PARTY NEEDS!
rS OPEN 24 HOURS SS
131 West Gypsy Lane • (419)352-3776

We!re»Youi^g|^
.Preventive Maintenam
^•^Headquarters?!

Plastic Bottles
Glass

Steel Cans
Aluminum Cans
Aluminum Foil
Scrap Metal
Green-Bar Computer
Paper
bowling green
recycling center

24 HOUR DROP OFF

1040 N. College Drive
vwww.bgretycling.com

OUR "Good," "Better"
or "Best" OIL CHANGE
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ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
SYSTEM FLUSH
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Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
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2008 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Championship
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WIN!
THESE GREAT PRIZES!
GRAND PRIZE

:> Free Large I topping Papa lohn's pizzas
Value $59.95)
SECOND PRIZE

BGSU Sweatshirt from the University Bookstore
(Value $40.00 each)
THIRD PRIZE

Subway 3 Fool Party Sub
Value $39.00)
FOURTH PRIZE
$20 gift certificate to Main Street Howling (Ireen

WIN!

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

In enter the BG News NCAA Iburnameni Pick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the lirsi round.
A correctly picked game in the first round will gel you a point,
followed by two points in the second round, lour in the third round, etc...

Choosing the correct winner will get you .\2 points. In the event of a
contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a gu
ilic combined score of the teams.

Compliments of:
!
Frisbee goli disc
[$20 Value

Si'tigitt certificate
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5 free I topping pizzas
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Cheeseburgers, Shakes,
and Hot Dogs every
Wednesday and Sunday!

I Central & King 3115 Kng Rd
iMaumee
I PerrystHirg
Iwoodville
I Sytvania

419*2*73

High Speed Internet
Private Bathrooms
Private Shuttle
Clubhouse
Delicious Sub Sandwich and
Wrap platters. .Hiiiiressivc Gia
length.,
lilting Ceo

MTCHrHFFEVf/? '
S24E.Wooster
419-3528500

$10 OFF

854 S. Main
419-354-2608

a 3ft. Party Sub or Party Platter

1234 N. Main St., Woodland Mall
419-352-7279
131W. Gypsy Lane Rd.,Wal Mart
419 353-1630
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Fremont Q 1925 W State St 419-332-3261

532 lllirKKS Ave
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25998 NDwHuy 41M73ffl'1 North Towne
3725 W*s1on Rd 419W863 South Toledo
5832 Monroe St
419-882-8984 Franklin Part
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2779 WCmW 419479-701C
222 W Men
419-476-7121
750 S Reynolds -119-535-303=
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53!
:'9-89'-7973
Boeing Green
999 S Man SI
419-352-576M
Monroe Michigan 1986 N Telegraph 800498-60091
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Experience
College Life
in Luxury
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- Rice, Gates fail to overcome Russian opposition to U.S. missile defense plans in Poland
By Ann* Gearan

MOSCOW
Russia had a short
answer yesterdaj foi President
Bush's top national security
advisers who came to ask for
detente in the simmering argument over a planned U.S. mis
•.He shield .ii Russia's doorstep.
"Nyet." Or maybe, "Not yet."
I he United States and Russia
not no closci to settling Iheii
public differences over U.S.
plans that Russia seesasapoteniial threat and .i turf battle over
influence in nations once under
[he Soviet thumb.
Russian Foreign Minister
Serge) I avrov said he will lake
fa closer look at U.S. proposals
imam IU alia) Russian tens.
lull added that llie best was to
end the disagreement would be
to scrap the plan for placing
jnissile inten eptors in Poland
and a tracking radar in the
i /eeli Republic.
"We've leaned \er\ far forward In this, in an effort to
provide reassurance," but the
United States plans logo ahead.
1 lelense Secretary Holier! (.ales

said following two days of talks
with President Vladimir Putin

"We've leaned very
far forward in this, in
an effort to provide
reassurance."
I Defense Secretary

carefully," Gates told reporters yesterday. "President I'uiin
look extensive notes last night
and there was a lot done during
the day today. That said, the full
range of what we are now prepared to offer to discuss with the
Russians is really just now after
the day's talks being put down

on paper."
and oilier Russian officials.
rhe Russians promised to
look ovei written U.S. oilers for
11 operation, a sign perhaps thai
they are resigned to eventually
accepting the U.S. plan.
"Since the U.S. is going to
carry ihis out those proposals
i ii.n we arc expecting to receive
on paper today seemed to US, as
I said, Important and useful for
the minimization of our con
cei us." lavrovsaid.
During a brief greeting witnessed by reporters Monday,
Putin did not mention U.S.
plans for the missile shield, a
marked contrast from his vehement opposition when he met in
October with Gates and Secretary
of State ConrMeezza Rice, who
relumed to explore whether
U.S. concessions have softened
Putin's stance,
"I would say the) listened very

There is no deadline, but < latcs

said he expected an answa "rea
sonably quickly."
Gates said the U.S. side
spelled out more clearly some
details of the proposals it made
in the fall, which the Russians
initially agreed to study and
later rejected as not addressing
their main concerns.
On Monday (laics gave as an
example I lie U.S. suggestion that
Russia be allow ill to monitor the
acdvtties in Poland and the Czech
Republic. He said the Russians
initially thought ihis meant they
would be limited to monitoring
through their diplomatic presence in the Polish and Czech cap
rials. Gates said that was clarified
to mean the Russians would he
permitted a physical — but likely
not continuous — presence at

the missile defense sites, and that
the Russians appeared to regard

POOl

this more favorably.
At first the Polish and Czech
governments objected to has
ing Russian monitors on their
soil. But Polish Prime Minister
Donald Tusk said yesterday that
his government would be open to
discussing an arrangement.

"Rom our side, there is a rcadiness in talk serious!) about what
this monitoring — that would
give our neighbors a sense ol
securit)
could look like." said
Tusk, who noted that he spoke
to both Bush and Putin about
the idea.

By Kim G.imol
The Associate I

BAGHDAD
Iraqs foreign minister said yesterday the risks of
l is il war have been averted allei
five years ol "tears and blood."
Hut he warned an abrupt withdrawal nl IIS troops would
ipe away the security gains and

By Allan Ang
The Associated Press

other achievements and base
disastrous consequences.
With the war entering its
ixlh year, foreign Minister

loshyar Zebari acknowledged
nistakes In all sides. Hut he
insisted that Iraqis have made
remarkable progress despite
the violence that has killed
lens of thousands of Iraqis and
nearly 4,000 U.S. troops.
Zebari, a Kurd who spent
years opposing Saddam Hussein
in exile, said the Iraqis bad cau
tjoned that overthrowing the dictator would be "the easiest pan"
but "rhe da) after would be far
more difficult unless there was
some planning, some preparation ... and some real participation by the Iraqi leaders."
Mistakes were made b) all.
U\ the \merican military, by the
British, by the coalition, bv us,

VARSITY
LANES

dales has stressed that
no arrangement for Russian
monitoring would be agreed to
unless it was accepted first by
the Polish and Czech governments, whose history with the
former Soviet Union makes this
a touchy subject.

Dalai Lama is
trying to taint
Olympics, says
Chinese premier

jlraq minister: Hasty U.S. exit a mistake
;

M>PHO

TALKS: 1) S Secretary of Slate Condoleewa Rice walls with US Secretary ol Defense Robert Gales and Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov

MAUD MOHAMMAD

NASSER SHIVOUKHI

«P PHOTO

EMPTY: Palestinian weaver Yasser Herbawi. 76. stands in his workshop that produces
CLOSE CALL: liaq's Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zeban gestures during an ml, i

checkered head scarves, or keffiyehs. in the West Bank town of Hebron yesterday.

Baghdad yesterday Zeban said he believes his country has averted a civil war

but this is water under the bridge
now." he told The Associated
I'ress in all inters iew in an ornate
reception room at the Foreign
Ministry building In central
Baghdad.
Zebari. who spoke Hnglish
during the interview, is the only
Cabinet member to have held
his post in each successive Iraqi
administration since the U.S. led
invasion on March 20,2003.
I le singled out the May 2003
U.N. Security Council resolution that authorized the U.S.led occupation as "the mother
of all mistakes" because "it
(hanged the mission from
liberating the people into
occupying the country."

"We had to struggle for almost
a year to reverse that mistake," he
recalled, saying the decision had

fueled the ami-u.s. insurgency
among Sunnis who felt disenfranchised after Saddam's ouster.
lie noied. though, that the
Iraqis still managed to establish
a gmeminent and ratify a consii
union after regaining sovereignly
in |une 2004, and that Iraqis enjoy
freedoms thai weieabsent undei
nearly three decades of Saddam's
brutal rule.
"These past live years, I think,
were full of hopes and promises
but also of tears and blood ...
and we've gone through a very,
scry difficult transformation."
Zebari said.

Ridge Manor Apartments

Full Time Student Special
111 South Main Street •Downtown B.G • 419-353-9009

Palestine struggles to preserve
its own economic identity
By Karin Laub

Bank by nailers from Hebron,
tbeciiv suffering most
It's hard lo find an upside to

The Associated Press

HEBRON, West Bank —
Yasser Herbawi once supplied
much of the West Hank and
Gaza with black-and-white
checkered scarves, the proud
emblem ol Palestinian Identity made famous by the late
Yasser Arafat.
But most of his looms now
stand Idle, bis product edged
out by cheap Imports from
the world's newest keffiyeh
capital: China,
After a decade of being
flooded with Chinese goods,
from scarves lo toys and
bags, the West Bank's largesl
City is struggling to compete
— yet another obstacle to
economic independence for
Palestinians as they strive lor

globalization here.
Did industries are being
Squeezed OUt, while Israeli
restrictions on movement and
land development limit the
scopefot new ventures. Israel's
measures to stop suicide bombers make il much harder lo get
goodsinto Israel, and West Bank
manufacturers can no longer
sell to Gaza, sealed off after the
violent llamas takeover there
last year.
U.S.. fed efforts lo broker
a peace agreement between
Israelis and Palestinians will
be futile without a Palestinian
economic recovery, bill Hebron
Mayor Kbaled Dsaily said be

doesn't see an) quick fixes,

a state of tbeir own,

"We have a disaster here,'' he
said.

Two-thirds of Hebron's textile workshops have closed

The door to China opened for
Palestinians in the mid-1990s,

and 6.000 shoe factory workers have lost their jobs in
the last eight years, pushing
unemployment to 30,5 percent, the highest in the West
Hank, according to Hebron's
chamber of commerce.
Cheap imports have hit
manufacturing towns across
the world, but the economic
decline of this city of 230,000 is
particularly ironic. I lebron long
adhered to what is now (China's
recipe for success: work hard
and sell cheap. And Chinese
goods are imported to the West

after Israel and China forged
diplomatic lies. Ihe response
among Palestinian business
people was especially enthusiastic in Hebron.
Plights from the Middle last
to China were soon packed
With llebronites. especially lo
big trade fairs. China operated a
visa office in Hebron for sever,il
years, and even street vendors
began pooling t hei r cash to send
rept csentatives there to shop.
I ventually, more than 300
Hebronrtes had export offices in
China, the mayor said.

:E

Id DING — Premier Wen liabao
accused the Dalai Lama and his
supporters of orchestrating violent clashes to taint the Beijing
Olympics, saying yesterday that
the) were provoking violence to
promote Tibetan independence.
The Dalai Lama urged his followers to remain peaceful, saying he would resign as head of
libel's government-in-exile if the
situation spun OUI of control. Hut
he also suggested the Chinese
ma) have fomented the protests
in libel and neighboring province- in ( irder to discredit him.
In
China's
highest-level
response to the unrest, Wen
underscored the Communist
leadership's determination lo
regain control of Tibet and nearby
pans of China and reassure the
world it is fit lo host the (lames.
There is ample fact — and
we also have plenty of evidence
— proving that this incident was
organized, premeditated, masterminded and incited by the Dalai
clique." Wen said.
I hisliasalllhemorerevealed
that the consistent claims made
b) the Dalai clique that Ihey
puisne not independence but
peaceful dialogue are nothing
but lies," Wen told reporters at
his annual news conference
at the end of China's national
legislative session.
"By staging that incident they
want to undermine the Beijing
()lympics Claim's, and they also
try to serve their hidden agenda by inciting such incidents,"
said Wen, who is portrayed as a
mild-mannered conciliator by
stale media.
The Lhasa protests, led by
monks, began peacefully March
10 on the anniversary of a failed
uprising in 1959 against Chinese
rule. Tibet had been effectively
independent for decades before
Chinese Communist
troops
entered in 1950.
The increasingly violent demonstrations in Lhasa, led by
Tibetan Buddhist monks, left 16
people dead and injured dozens,
according to the government.

1045 N.Main7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Face of Abu Ghraib scandal apologizes
for appearing in detainee photographs
By Matt Moor*
The Associated Press

BERLIN — l.ynndie England,
the public face of the Abu
Ghraib prison scandal, told a
German news magazine (hat
she was sorry for appearing
in photographs of detainees
in the notorious Iraqi prison,
and believes the scenes of torture and humiliation served as
a powerful rallying point for
anti-American insurgents.
In an interview with the weekly magazine Stern conducted in
English and posted on its Web
site yesterday, England was both
remorseful and unrepentant
— and conceded that the published photos surely incensed
insurgents in Iraq.
"I guess after the picture came
out the insurgency picked up and

Iraqis attacked the Americans
and the British and they attacked
in return and they wen? just killing each other. I felt bad about it
... no, I felt pissed off. If the media
hadn't exposed the pictures to
that extent, then thousands of
lives would have been saved,"
she was quoted as saying.
Asked how she could blame
the media for the controversy,
she said it wasn't her who leaked
the photos.
"Yeah, I took the photos but
I didn't make it worldwide.
Yes, 1 was in five or six pictures
and I took some pictures, and
those pictures were shameful
and degrading to the Iraqis and
to our government," she said,
according to the report.
"And I feel sorry and wrong
about what I did. But it would
not have escalated to what it did

all over the world if it wouldn't
have been for someone leaking
it to the media."
England, who was a private
first class, was in several images
taken in late 2003 by U.S. guards
at Abu Ghraib. One showed her
holding a naked prisoner on a
leash, while in others she posed
with a pyramid of naked detainees and pointed at the genitals of
a prisoner while a cigarette hung
from the corner of her mouth.
Asked by the magazine if what
happened at Abu Ghraib was a
scandal or something that happens during wartime, England
said it was the latter.
"I'm saying that what we did
happens in war. It just isn't documented," she was quoted as
saying. 'If it had been broken by
the news without the pictures it
wouldn't have been that big."

ie Dis r*ews
Classified Ads

Judge in McCartney
divorce says Heather Mills
was explosive and volatile'
By Gregory Katz
The Associated Press

LONDON — A judge's ruling
in the bitter Paul McCartneyHeather Mills divorce case shed
new light yesterday on a miserable marriage, saying Mills
twisted the truth when convenient and made "exorbitant"
I in.i mi.11 demands.
"To some extent she is her
own worst enemy." wrote
Judge Hugh Bennett. "She
has an explosive and volatile
character."
Mills, who lost part of her leg
when she was hit by a motorcycle, cast McCartney as an
abusive, alcoholic husband who
cruelly made fun of her disability. But the judge made clear the
angry assertions rang hollow.
In a devastating indictment.
Bennett called Mills' testimony
"not just inconsistent and inaccurate, but also less than candid. Overall she was a less than
impressive witness."
By contrast, the judge praised
McCartney. 65, for "consistent,
accurate and honest" testimony
in the ruling, made public after
he rejected Mills' attempt to
block its release.
Calling Mills' demand of $250
million from McCartney "exorbitant" in light of their four-year
marriage, the judge said her
claims may have been inflated
because of her estranged husband's stature.
"The wife ... must have feltrather swept off her feet by a
man as famousas the husband,"
he wrote. "I think this may well
have warped her perception,
leading her to indulge in makebelieve. The objective facts do
not support her case."
He said Mills, 40, had "unreasonably" expected that she
would be able to live the deluxe
McCartney lifestyle for the
rest of her life even after she
divorced the pop star.
"Although she strongly denied
it, her case boils down to the
syndrome of 'me too' or 'if he
has it, I want it, too,'" he wrote in
awarding Mills $48.6 million.
Mills maintained she needed $6.4 million a year for herself and her daughter, Beatrice,
as well as multi-million dollar properties in London and
New York, and money for an
office in Brighton, on England's
south coast.
Instead, the judge said Mills
could get by on $1.2 million a
year and one property, worth $5
million, in London.
The former model also
sought millions of dollars in lost
income, asserting McCartney
had forced her to turn down
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Native Israeli
Extended operatic aria
Opposite of masc.
Communicate by PC
Tender spots
Oklahoma town
Drug agts.
Start of Evan Esar quote
Lummox
Piths
Part 2 of quote
Phoenician port
Type of omelet
End-product purchaser
Pelvic pieces
French pronoun
For the time being, briefly
Dis or Pan, e.g.
Part 3 of quote
Words before roll or rampage
Proud mounts
Letter from Greece
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Upper Hse. member
GPs' org.
Cake of soap
Italian cheese
Region of France
Fast plane, briefly
Writer/singer Leonard
Mocedades hit
New Jersey five
Tennis great
Ornate
Lawn tool
Billiards shot
Musical opening
Taiwan, once
Nest material
Spartan serf
Stage whisper
Some ones in Paris?
Joint injuries
Before in a poem
Sault _ Marie
American abstract artist
37 Latin American
January
38 Taiwan Strait island
40 Four CDs

Yeah, sure
Sports org.
Unruly mob
Bear dad
Part 4 of quote
Menu alternative
P. Hearst's kidnappers
End of quote
Vote in
Printers' measures
Dog family
Washer cycle
Salty sauce
Shade providers
Family car
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good in the eyes of
potential purchasers."

41 Longfellow's bell
town
44 Pass into law
46 I've been framed!
48 Harmonize
50 Impertinent lookers
51 Shows anxiety
52 Texas mission
53 Colorful violet
55 Skater Sonja
57 Part of IRA
58 Lion sound
61 6-pointers
63 Conclude
64 Dixie grp.
65 Hamilton bill
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For Rent

* 3 bdrm. available m August.
' 1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9740

Brand new. secluded 1 bdrm apt.
Lots of windows, very spacious
$450 mo Call 419-654-5716.

Travel

numerous lucrative business
opportunities. But Bennett
rejected the claim, saying the
former Beatle used his considerable prestige to actively
promote his wife's career, not
quash it.
Mills claimed, for example,
that McCartney made her
turn down a $2 million offer
to model bras for Marks &
Spencer, the British retail chain.
But the judge said there was no
evidence to support the claim,
which McCartney denied
McCartney said the couple
jointly decided it was not a
good idea for Mills to model
lingerie while they were having
a relationship.
Bennett also said Mills greatly hurt her market value and
potential earnings by attacking
McCartney during two televised interviews last fall.
"Shecannot have done herself
any good in the eyes of potential
purchasers of her services as
a TV presenter, public speaker
and a model, by her outbursts in
her TV interviews," he wrote.
The judge did not, however, punish Mills for reportedly dumping a glass of water
on
McCartney's lawyer,
Fiona Shackleton, in the final
hours of the hearing Monday.
Shackleton, who represented
Prince Charles in his divorce
from Princess Diana, emerged
with wet hair from the hearing,
and Mills joked she had been
"baptized" in court.
Still, the ruling gave a sympathetic description of Mills'
childhood, describing how she
left home when she was 15 and
supported herself with various
jobs, beginning work as a model
at 17 and soon finding jobs as a
television anchor.
The judge also recounted
how McCartney, still grieving
the loss of his first wife Linda,
wore the wedding ring she gave
him throughout the early years
of his romance with Mills and
only removed it when he married Mills.
The 58-page ruling offered an
unprecedented public airing of
McCartney's finances — and
showed just how far the former Beatle has come since his
early days in Liverpool, when
the band dreamed of someday
scoring a top-10 hit.

SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES"!!
Ytbtravel.com/jwin
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL419/290-7804

Personals
FREE POP! FREE PIZZA'
GEOG 122 ( World Regions!
BGPerspective Soc. Sci Credit
1 st Summer Session
Pop provided on Mondays!
Pizza lunches on Thursdays!!
Sign Up NOW!!!

Help Wanted
iBARTENDINGi up to $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed'
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan com
Are you HONEST? DETAILED? ENERGETIC? and DEPENDABLE? A
locally owned Mighty Mouse Maid
cleaning bus seeking females with
above attributes tor pi time work.
Needed availability btwn 7 30amnoon. M-F. Starting pay S7 per hr.
Call Cathleen 419-308-1595
DAY CAMP RECREATION AIDE/
SUMMER: Sunshine Inc. has temporary, lull-time positions available to
work with persons with developmental disabilities in a summer day camp
program Position will run June thru
August, Monday through Friday, 8 30
-3:00 Starting pay is $7 67 $9 16/hr based on education and experience. Strongly prefer applicants
with previous education/experience
in the MR/DD tield or recreation who
are interested in joining our team
year-round alter the summer program has ended. All positions require: Valid drivers license & good
driving record: high school diploma/
GED: Pre-employment background
screening To learn more about our
programs, go to
wwwwork4Bunsnlna.com
Applications ate accepted M-.F 8:30
am-4pm. Apply in person at Sunshine Inc. of NW Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. OH
43537 EOE. Drug Free Workplace
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn S20-S100 to lest and play new
video games www videogamepay
com
Need a job? Don't miss It
Summer Job Fair TODAY
11-3 Student Union Ballroom
Over 55 companies!
Pt time help needed Continuing
thru summer & next school year.
Please apply at Long s Cleaners
1204 W WooslerSt

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Student Intern-Public Gardens
S8/hr. Needed May - August to work
closely with Park stall to maintain
public gardens in BG. Landscaping
experience or botany background
desired. Application information at
BG Community Center. 1245 W
Newton Rd , Bowling Green. OH.
Or email mgrigore@bgohio.org
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania. 6/21-8/17 If you love children and want a caring, fun environment we need Counselors for: Tennis, Swimming, Golf. Gymnastics.
Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low
Ropes, Team Sports. Waterskiing.
Sailing. Painting/Drawing. Ceramics,
Silkscreen. Printmaking. Batik. Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photography,
Sculpture. Guitar. Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, Piano. Other: Administrative. CDL Driver. Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students). Bookkeeper,
Mother's Helper On campus interviews March 26. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff! Call
215-944-3069 or apply at
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starling when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and art work and applying gym floor
finish. We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work. Job pays $8
per hour You can expect between
40-50 hours per week. Hours can be
flexible. Musi be punctual and reliable and willing lo accept responsibility. Please contacl Joe Koch,
419-340-6270 or lax resume 10
419-825-1714.

" 08-09 S Y Houses & Apis
729 4th St 4 bdrm C/A. W/D.
321 E Merry 4-5 bdrm , air.
311 E Reed 3 bdrm also 182 bdrms
see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
07 - 08 8.Y. 3 bdrm house avail
6/1/08 3 bdrm houstj avail 8/15/08
S275 per person ♦ util Close to
BGSU. Off St. pkg AC/WD.
1 bdrm effic avail 8/15/085375 plus
util. Close to BGSU. Oft St. pkg fum
1 rm. ettic. avail 8/15/08 S290 plus
util. Close to BGSU Otf st pkg Pan
turn.
2 bdrm apt avail. 6/15/08. S450 plus
util Partfurn. 419-601-3225
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-3 BR House
S740 + util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S900 + util
1204 E Woosler St - 4 BR House
S1380 + util
453 S Prospect A -2 to 3 BR Apt
S600 + util
Smith Apl Rentals

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S52 5/month Full Year Lease

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

For Rental Information:

www.homecltyice.com

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

T

.

www.bowtlnagreen-apt5.com

House w/ 3 bdrm , 2 bath, den $750
mo tutil 5lh SI Available May
(419)352-8872
Houses 8 Aparlmenis
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 -2M -F
www bgapanments.com
Pet Friendly!
Free Heali Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
Summer subleaser needed ASAP
GREAT LOCATION1 $300 mo ■• util

Call (440)668-6067
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 8 2 bedrooms
Available May - Augusl

419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt.com

419-352-8917
2 bdrm., new carpel, new windows.
S415 ,1 person, $475. 2 people 818
71hSt *5 (419)309-2001
3 8 2 bdrm. houses 404 S College
$650 per month, plus utilities.
Available Aug.419-352-4850.
3 bdrm apl w/ 3 car garage Recently renovated W/D, no pels Max
occup. 3 people. Avail. May (or 12
mo. lease $650 mo plus util. 419354-8146 after 3:30pm
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RESERVATION?

419-353-2277

3 bdrm. unit avail immed Also May
8 Aug 08 1 yr. lease. 5th St or
closer to campus. (419)409-1110.
4 bdrm.. 2 bath avail. May or Aug.
A/C. D/W. W/D 308 1/2 S College
(937)469-3557

For Sale

4 bedrm.home. 240 N. Enterprise.
Call for more information

English Springer Spaniels AKC. vel
checked. S300-S350 (419)274-2205
luckylu@gmail com

APTS. & HOUSES
FOR SPRING & FALL
(419)352-3445

(419)867-1812

163 South Main Street
Rowling Green

o Bedroom
Houses & Duplexes
251 S. Church

308 N. Enterprise

Upper Duplex
Victorian Home
$550.00 per month
plus all utilities

2 Bed
Large Yard
$745.00 per month
plus all utilities

534 N. Main
2 Bed
Lower Duplex
$590.00 per month
plus all utilities

339 N. Maple
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Free custom imprinted t-shirts
Student clubs, teams 8
campus events 8 programs.
Details at www adongear com

709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

BIN. Church 3 BR
202 E. Merry 4 BR
218 Dill 3 BR
226 E. Merry 4 BR
819 N. Summit 2 BR

'3

125 Clay St. #A
Lower Duplex/Downtown
Close to City Park
$570.00 per month
+$30 Gas/Electric
Free Water/Sewer

2 Bed House
Close to City Park
$650.00 per month
plus all utilities

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 South Mam Street
Bowling Green Ohio 43402
419.352.5620
i rlovrentals com
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Scientists: Arctic ice recovery may not last
By S*th Borarxtdn

Ohio farmers make extra
money by not tilling land

The Associated Press

WASH 1NGTON — Critical Arclic
sea ice (his winter made a tenuous partial recovery from last
summer's record melt, federal
scientists said yesterday.
But that's an illusion, like a
Hollywood movie set, scientist
Walter Meier of the National
Snow and Ice Data Center
said. The ice is very thin and
vulnerable to heavy melting
again this summer.
Overall, Arctic sea ice has
shrunk precipitously in the
past decade and scientists
blame global warming caused
by humans.
Last summer. Arctic ice
shrank to an area that was 27
percent smaller than the previous record. This winter, it recovered to a maximum of 5.8 million square miles, up 4 percent
and the most since 2003, NASA
ice scientist losefino Comiso
said. It is still a bit below the
long-term average level for this
time of year.
"What's going on underneath

Free soil helps preserve carbon dioxide, groups say
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GIGANTIC Two tourists look at the ice

MELTING: Water drops from the Feipecle glacier in the Herens Valley of Switzerland.

structure of a glacier near Bettmeralp.

Glaciers are shrinking at record rates and many may disappear in decades, the UN. said.

the surface is really the key
thing," Meier said in an interview following a news conference. What's happening is not
enough freezing.
Summer Arctic sea ice is
important because it's intricately connected to weather
conditions elsewhere on the
globe. It affects wind patterns,
temperatures farther south and
even the Gulf Stream, acting
as a sort of refrigerator for the
globe, according to scientists.

"What happens there,
matters here," said Waleed
Abdalati, chief ice scientist
at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Md. "Climate for the period of
human record has depended
on the ice being there."
Viewingthe Arctic from space
via NASA satellites might make
you think the Arclic ice cover is
on its way back.
But more than 70 percent of
that sea ice is new, thin and

salty, having formed only since
September, Comiso said. The
more important ice is perennial
sea ice that lasts through the
summer, and that ice has hit
record low levels.
Compared to the 1980s, the
Arctic has lost more than half of
its perennial sea ice and threequarters of its "tough as nails"
sea ice that is six years or older,
Meier said. The amount of lost
old sea ice is twice the area of
the state of Texas, he said.

GREENVILLE, Ohio (AP) —As a
way to help protect the environment, some Ohio farmers are
getting paid for not tilling their
land in order to keep carbon
dioxide stored in the soil.
Doug Rhoades, who farms
near Greenville in western
Ohio, signed a contract saying
he wouldn't till 48 acres and
would grow grass on 49 acres.
He received a modest sum last
year of about $2 per acre for
his efforts.
National groups such as
the Farmers Union and Farm
Bureau pool the acreage of
such farmers and make money
selling its carbon credits
through the Chicago Climate
Exchange to companies that
emit carbon dioxide.
Some companies that emit
carbon dioxide — blamed by
some people for global warming
— want to buy credits, which
can be used to offset their emissions, said Dale Enerson, director of the National Farmers
Union's carbon credit program.
Enerson said yesterday that
there is no mandatory requirement to reduce emissions, but
some companies are pressured by shareholders to do so
and other companies bank the
credits expecting the government will soon put a cap on
emissions as concerns about
global warming grow.
National Farmers Union's
Carbon Credit
Program
earned more than $2.5 million
for producers in its first year
of operation.
Mark Wilson, an agricultural-environmental consultant in Marion who contracted
with the Farm Bureau to handle farm inquiries in Ohio and
neighboring states, estimates
15 farmers have enrolled 3,000
acres to 4,000 acres in Ohio
through the bureau.
"Realistically, it's not something that's going to provide you
much of a return right now,"
Wilson said. But, "this is cer-

"Anybody that's paying
attention knows that
carbon emissions are
very important."
Joe Logan | Ohio Farmers Union

tainly an income stream that
willonlyincreasein importance
and in value in years to come."
Payments to farmers have
doubled in just the past two
months, recently topping $5 per
ton in trading, Enerson said.
He said tons of carbon dioxide
can be calculated based on the
type of soil in an acre of land. He
said farms who agree to grow
grass on cropland are paid even
more than if they no-till.
The National Farmers Union
has roughly 2.7 million no-till
and grass-seeded acres in 30
states under contract through
its carbon credit program,
including an estimated 63,000
acres in Ohio, Enerson said.
"Anybody that's paying attention knows that carbon emissions are very important now
and are going to be more important," said loc Logan of the Ohio
Farmers Union.
An estimated 0.6 tons of carbon per acre per year are kept
out of the atmosphere through
no-till farming. Reductions in
carbon emissions also can be
achieved through keeping land
as pasture or forest.
And
companies
like
Columbus-based American
Electric Power also arc buying credits based on farmers'
destruction of methane with
methane digesters.
Methane is a greenhouse
"gas created by dairy cattle and
other livestock that's 21 times
more potent than carbon,
Wilson said,
The Climate Exchange has
auditors who verify that fanners are using practices specified
in their contracts.

Carbon dioxide emission
jumps 3 percent - largest
growth in almost a decade
ByH.Jo.efH.b.rt

the U.S. total.
Melissa McHenry, spokeswomanforOhio-basedAmerican
WASHINGTON — The amount Electric Power, which has 25
of carbon dioxide released by the coal-burning power plants in
nation's power plants grew by nine states, said her company
nearly 3 percent last year, the showed a 2.8 percent increase in
largest annual increase in near- carbon dioxide emission in 2007,
ly a decade, an environmental but "we also saw a 3.6 percent
increase in electricity demand."
group said yesterday.
The analysis of government She said AEP is investing in wind
emissions figures covered more generation and purchasing carthan 1,000 plants including bon "offsets" through a carbon
those burning coal, natural gas exchange program.
and oil.
Bill Sang, climate issues
The
report
by
the director for the Edison Electric
Environmental Integrity Project, Institute, said the increase
a Washington-based advocacy reflected greater demand for
group, said the most carbon power last year and a shortage of
dioxide in 2007 came from power hydroelectric power that forced
plants in Texas, 262 million tons; utilities to shift to fossil fuels.
Ohio, 138.6 million tons; Florida,
"We think as much as two134.5 million tons; Indiana, 132 thirds of the Icarbon dioxidel
million tons; and Pennsylvania, increase was due to increased
123.6 million tons. Those num- demand for electricity." said
bers did not take into account Sang, whose organization repamount of power produced.
resents utilities that generate 70
States where plants release the percent of the electricity.
most carbon dioxide per megaThe group used data on 2006
watt-hourof electricity generated and 2007 carbon dioxide emiswere North Dakota, Wyoming, sions from the Environmental
Kentucky, Indiana and Utah.
Protection Agency and the
The group said that the overall federal Energy Information
2.9 percent increase in carbon Administration. Emissions levdioxide releases outpaced a 2.3 els are dependent on a variety
percent year-to-year increase of factors from weather to ecoin electricity production. Texas, nomic growth or decline.
Georgia, Arizona, California and
Earlier this year, President
Pennsylvania had the biggest Bush cited a 1.3 percent decline
one-year increases.
in overall carbon dioxide emis"Carbon emissions actually sions in 2006, compared to a year
increased faster than (elec- earlier. Much of that decline was
tricity] demand," said Eric attributed to a mild winter and
Schaeffer, the group's execu- cool summer, which resulted in
tive director. He said reduced less energy demand for heating
efficiency of older coal-burn- and cooling.
ing power plants that often are
The Scherer coal-burning
some of the largest coal burners power plant, operated by Georgia
may have been one reason for Power, produced the most carthe carbon dioxide increase.
bon dioxide in 2007, about 27
"The amount that we're emit- million tons, and showed a yearting today makes any long-term to-year increase of2 million tons,
[reduction] goals that much the environmentalists said.
harder to reach."
"Any increase in emissions
Carbon dioxide is the leading that we have is due to increased
so-called "greenhouse gas" that electricity production," said
is linked to global warming. It is Georgia Power spokeswoman
a product of burning fossil fuels. Carol Boatright. "Georgia is one
Power plants account for nearly of the fastest-growing states in
2 billion tons of carbon dioxide the country. Our demand for
emissions a year, about a third of energy is growing."
The Associated Press
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•Open Sunday

•Atit also imposes monthly a BfouUtory Cost Recovery Chug* of up to S1.25 to help defray costs Incurred in complying with SUM and Federal telecom regulation; State and Federal
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